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 GPR18 is an orphan G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) that has been proposed 

to be the abnormal cannabidiol (Abn-CBD) receptor, a previously characterized atypical 

cannabinoid receptor for which the sequence was unknown. Recent studies show that 

GPR18 exhibits classical cannabinoid receptors (CB1 and CB2) biochemical functions in 

CB1
-/-

 and CB2
-/-

 knockout mice cells.  Prior research has found GPR18 mRNA in a wide 

range of tissues from spleen, testis, and lymph nodes to peripheral blood leukocytes and 

phytohaemagglutinin-activated CD4+ T-cells. A variety of diverse therapeutic 

applications have been reported for the GPR18-ligand signaling system, including cell 

death via apoptosis, cell migration following central nervous system (CNS) injury or 

inflammation, regulation of intraocular pressure, sperm physiology, cardiac physiology, 

immunomodulation, obesity, cancer, pain, and resolution of acute inflammation. Whereas 

GPR18 is reported to be deorphanized, the lipid N-arachidonoyl glycine (NAGly)
 
has 

been proposed to be the endogenous ligand of GPR18.  However, more recent 

publications have reported a lack of GPR18 activation by NAGly. These apparent 

inconsistent findings were claimed to be related to lack of co-localization between 

NAGly and GPR18 in the body, but our experimental data show that both NAGly and the 

endogenous lipid mediator, resolvin D2 (RvD2), activate GPR18. 

 Chapter I details an extensive background about the GPR18 discovery, 

pharmacological importance, related diseases, and the reported agonists and antagonists.  



 Chapter II reports all of the biological tests and obtained experimental data. In this 

chapter, for the first time, two novel agonist and antagonist are proposed, which are more 

potent than the earlier reported competitors. These two ligands are CBD-derived 

compounds that researchers could use as a scaffold for future structure-related activity 

studies. 

 Chapter III presents a detailed description of the methods employed for the 

construction of the active and inactive state of GPR18. The significant differences 

between the GPR18 sequences and the template crystal structure, and the techniques that 

were used to overcome challenges, are discussed in this chapter. 

 Chapter IV then answers why the mutation of A3.39N reduces the constitutive 

activity in GPR18. In this chapter, by presenting the results of two series of Molecular 

Dynamics simulations, for the first time, a detailed mechanism of activation of GPR18 by 

itself is clarified. 

 Chapter V investigates the quality of static model docking jobs presented in 

Chapter III. To this end, the researcher employed Molecular Dynamics and then analyzed 

the results. This chapter also explains why the ligand requires parameterization and how 

this could occur. 

 The final chapter concerns the conclusions and future works. One crucial part of 

this project that remains to be done is the mutagenesis study. Chapter VI gives an 

extensive required mutation to improve the presented model in the future. This chapter 

also suggests a structure-activity relationship study based upon the discovered scaffold 

presented in Chapter II to modify the proposed ligands to enhance ligand bindings. 
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CHAPTER I 

 

GPR18, A NOVEL PUTATIVE CANNABINOID RECEPTOR:  

INTRODUCTION AND PHARMACOLOGY 

 

Endocannabinoid System and Classical Cannabinoid Receptor 

 The word ―endocannabinoid‖ is formed by combining ―endo‖ and ―cannabinoid.‖ 

―Endo‖ is the abbreviation of ―endogenous,‖ which means having an internal cause or 

origin. ―Cannabinoid‖ refers to the cannabis plant. Taken together, ―endocannabinoids‖ 

are cannabis-like chemicals or neurotransmitters that the body naturally produces. The 

endocannabinoid system has an important role in the diagnosis of many diseases and 

conditions such as Alzheimer‘s disease [1], Parkinson‘s disease [2, 3], Huntington‘s 

disease [4, 5], migraine [6], and schizophrenia [7]. The endocannabinoid system is 

composed of endocannabinoids, cannabinoid receptors, and the enzymes that synthesize 

and degrade endocannabinoids. Cannabinoid receptors were initially discovered and 

named after their interaction with Δ
9
-tetrahydrocannabinol (Δ

9
-THC), a Cannabis plant-

derived compound. The endocannabinoid membrane receptor, CB1, was first discovered 

in rat‘s brain in 1988 [8]. CB1 receptors‘ mRNA was found expressed at high level in 

brain regions, which are involved in mental and physiological processes (such as 

cognition, memory, metabolic functions, and motor coordination) [9, 10].
 
 Not long 

afterward, researchers discovered that the CB1 receptor was found not only in rats, but 

also within other species, including humans. The isolation of a human CB1 receptor 

cDNA was identified in 1991 [11].
 
The CB1 receptor is highly expressed in the 
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mammalian central nervous system (CNS) [12]. It is also found throughout the body in 

many different tissues such as cardiovascular, reproductive, immune, and gastrointestinal 

[13]. This wide distribution of the receptor makes it involved in regulation of different 

disorders like learning and memory [14], reward and addiction [15], pain [16], 

metabolism [17], and food intake [18]. The second important cannabinoid receptor was 

identified in 1993. This receptor, which is known CB2, is expressed principally in the 

immune system and peripheral tissues, and it was first cloned from rat‘s spleen [19]. 

However, later, it has been revealed that CB2 is also located in the CNS, liver, and bone 

[20, 21]. The amino acid sequence of the human CB2 receptor shows 44% homology to 

the human CB1 receptor. After discovery of the CB1 and CB2 receptors, scientists began 

researching their roles and the mechanism of the signaling of these receptors. The 

cannabinoid receptors regulate multiple pathways throughout the coupling to G proteins 

of the Gi/o family, which leads to inhibit adenylyl cyclase in most tissues and cells. This, 

in turn, regulates ion channels, including G protein-coupled inwardly rectifying 

potassium channels (GIRK) [22] or N-type voltage-gated calcium channels (Ca v2.2) 

[23].
 
In addition to the typical G protein-dependent signaling seen with all GPCRs, 

cannabinoid receptors regulate, in a G protein-independent manner, by coupling to β-

arrestin and desensitization of the receptor [24]. However, CB receptors are responsible 

for many of the effects of endocannabinoids and cannabinoids, but recent findings 

suggest that there are other receptors that may serve as a desirable target for certain 

cannabinoids and activate or inactivate them independently from the CB1 or CB2 
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receptor. In fact, these newly discovered receptors are orphan GPCRs, namely GPR18, 

GPR55, and GPR119.   

GPR18 Gene Expression and Distribution 

 G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) are the membrane proteins that have seven 

transmembrane helices. GPR18 is an orphan GPCR consisting of 331 amino acids that 

has been proposed to be the abnormal cannabidiol (Abn-CBD) receptor, a previously 

characterized atypical cannabinoid receptor for which the sequence was unknown [25]. 

Recent studies show that GPR18 exhibits classical cannabinoid receptors biochemical 

functions in CB1
-/-

 and CB2
-/-

 knockout mice cells [26]. 

 The first isolation of GPR18 was done accidentally when Gantz et al. [27] used a 

relaxed stringency polymerase chain reaction to isolate a peptide receptor (a subclass of 

G protein-coupled receptors that bind peptide ligands via their seven-transmembrane 

helices and the extracellular loops). Cloning of the corresponding canine and human 

genes and genomic library screening designated this novel gene sequence as GPR18 

based upon the Human Gene Mapping Workshop nomenclature committee [28]. The 

nucleotide sequences of the canine and human chromosome region are highly conserved 

and share 89% nucleotide identity and 92% amino acid similarity between the two 

species. Comparison of a GPR18 nucleotide sequence with the rat‘s mu opioid receptor, 

one of the published seven-transmembrane GPCRs at the time, showed a low similarity 

(45% nucleotide sequence homology and 34% amino acid similarity). They also sought 

to find a binding site of several opiate ligands (using the radioligands [
3
H] bremazocine 

and [
3
H]diprenorphine) in stably transfected Hepa and L-cells, but nothing was observed. 
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The experiments proved that GPR18 is not an opioid receptor family. The results of the 

Northern blotting analysis in several different cell types performed by Gantz et al. [28] 

clarified that GPR18 mRNA is present at the highest level in human testis and spleen, and 

lesser degree of expression has been found in several other tissues including thymus, 

peripheral blood leukocytes, appendiceal, lymph node, and small intestine. This pattern 

of tissue expression suggests a possible role relevant to fertilization and regulation of the 

immune system for this receptor. No detectable GPR18 mRNA has been observed in 

other adult tissues, including brain, heart, lung, liver, kidney, pancreas, colon, skeletal 

muscle, ovary, placenta, prostate, adrenal medulla, and adrenal cortex. Vassilatis et al. 

[29], in a study about diverse members of the GPCR repertoires of human and mice via 

RT-PCR/RNA tissue profiling, revealed that GPR18 genes presented in four different 

expression levels: no expression in amygdala, frontal cortex, hippocampus, liver, and 

muscle; low expression in cortex, thalamus, adrenal tissue, colon, intestine, kidney, 

prostate, skin, spleen, stomach, and uterus; moderate expression in lung, ovary, testis, 

thymus, and striatum; and strong expression in hypothalamus, thyroid, peripheral blood 

leukocytes, cerebellum, and brain stem. Later analysis of chromosomal localization 

revealed that GPR18 genes and another orphan GPCR with constitutive activity 

(constitutive activity or basal activity means that the receptor can be activated by itself 

without the requirement for binding of an agonist ligand), known as the Epstein-Barr 

virus (EBV)-induced receptor 2 (EBI2), were both  located at chromosome 13 in the 

region 13q32.3 [30]. Moreover, expression analysis of GPR18 and EBI2 uncovers 

important similarities, especially in peripheral blood mononuclear cells and lung tissues. 
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The similar receptor expression pattern and the close genomic proximity suggest a 

debatable argument that GPR18 and EBI2 have similar biologic functions in the immune 

system. Kohno et al. [31] was the second group found that GPR18 is highly expressed in 

HUT102 cells while they were cloning chemokine receptors and GPCRs expressed in 

ATL cells. They are also the first research group who introduced N-arachidonoylglycine 

(NAGly) as an endogenous agonist for GPR18, which is discussed in next section. Their 

findings show that GPR18 mRNA to be highly expressed in several human peripheral 

lymphocyte subsets and human T-Cell lymphotropic virus-transformed cell lines.  

 Moreover, the GPR18 gene was significantly expressed in phytohaemagglutinin-

activated CD4+ T-cells. Altogether, their results also suggest that GPR18 may be 

involved in immune system regulation. Qin et al. [32] were the first who suggested that 

GPR18 plays a critical anticancer target role. Using a quantitative large-scale PCR-based 

array, they found that GPR18 is highly expressed in melanoma metastases suggesting that 

it may be highly relevant for the malignant behavior of melanoma itself. Their further 

studies using siRNA-mediated knockdown revealed that GPR18 is constitutively active 

and inhibits apoptosis in in vitro human melanoma cells, indicating an essential role in 

tumor cell survival for GPR18. Their research also introduced the first mutation report in 

the GPR18 sequence, which will be discussed in Chapter IV. The recent studies 

demonstrate that GPR18 has been localized in the mouse macrophage-derived cell line, 

RAW264, and plays an essential role in macrophage function [33]. More recent research 

explored GPR18 expression in the anterior murine eye using immunohistochemical tools. 

They found that GPR18 expressed in the murine eye (in the corneal epithelium and 
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interestingly in the trabecular meshwork) may serve as a desirable target for the 

regulation of elevated intraocular pressure in different forms of glaucoma [34]. Findings 

also demonstrated GPR18 expression in rostral ventrolateral (RVLM) neurons, which 

modulated the sympathetic activity and suggested a restraining influence for RVLM 

GPR18 on blood pressure [35]. Finally, the most recent report confirmed GPR18 

expression using RT-PCR and immunocytochemistry experiments and localized the 

GPR18 protein in the midpiece of human spermatozoa which was unknown before [36]. 

In this study, the researchers focused on the functional characterization of GPR18 in 

human spermatozoa because they detected a high level of expression of this receptor for 

the first time in human spermatozoa. For the detection of GPR18 proteins, the researchers 

performed RT-PCR and immunocytochemical staining with human spermatozoa; finally, 

GPR18 was detected at the protein level in all human spermatozoa investigated. 

GPR18 Proposed Agonists 

 The orphan GPCR GPR18 has been hypothesized to be a member of the 

endogenous cannabinoid system. As previously mentioned, a variety of diverse 

therapeutic applications have been reported for the GPR18-ligand signaling system, 

including cell death via apoptosis [32], cell migration following central nervous system 

(CNS) injury or inflammation [26], regulation of intraocular pressure [34, 37], sperm 

physiology [36], cardiac physiology [35, 38, 39], immunomodulation [40-42], obesity 

[43], and pain [44]. 

 Whereas GPR18 is reported to be deorphanized, the lipid N-arachidonoyl glycine,
 

a carboxylic analog of anandamide, has been proposed to be the endogenous ligand of 
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GPR18 [31]. However, more recent publications have reported a lack of GPR18 

activation by NAGly [45-47]. Kohno et al. [31] used two different assays, ―intracellular 

calcium mobilization‖ and ―cyclic adenosine monophosphate or cAMP,‖ to identify the 

natural ligand for GPR18. In calcium mobilization assay using a bioactive lipid library in 

combination with GPR18 expressing L929 cells (stably expressing human GPR18 or 

mocked transfected) lead to a significant increase in intracellular Ca
2+

 level with the lipid 

NAGly as a hit in the screen at 10μM concentration. To confirm the findings, they 

repeated this experiment with K562 and Chinese Hamster Ovary cells (CHO cells), in 

which similar results were obtained. The cAMP assay has been performed in human 

GPR18-transfected CHO cells, which resulted in inhibition of forskolin-induced cAMP 

levels with an IC50 value of 20 nM. Pretreatment of the GPR18-transfected CHO cells 

with pertussis toxin (PTX is a useful tool or protein to study the molecular mechanisms 

by which GPCRs mediate the biological actions of neurotransmitters; Gαi protein is more 

sensitive to PTX actions than Gαo and Gαs proteins) completely abolished the inhibition of 

forskolin-stimulated cAMP production by NAGly and increased intracellular calcium. 

These data support that GPR18 binding to NAGly leads to coupling to Gαi protein. Yin et 

al. [45] evaluated the ability of the DiscoveRx PathHunter
TM

 β-arrestin assay platform 

that measures β-arrestin binding to GPCRs by utilizing ligands from bioactive lipid, 

endocannabinoid, and orphan ligand libraries, as well as NAGly to identify a hit ligand to 

interact with GPR18. However, the report found that NAGly is an ineffective agonist for 

GPR18. 
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 Bradshaw et al. [26, 48-50] was the first group that verified GPR18 activation by 

NAGly. They first hypothesized that NAGly biosynthesis might involve anandamide 

(AEA) as a precursor (see Figures 1 and 2) with oxidation at the terminal alcohol. As 

summarized in Figure 2, one pathway is a fatty acid amide (FAAH)-dependent 

conjugation of glycine to AEA-released arachidonic acid (AA) and the second one is by 

oxidation of the ethanolamine moiety in anandamide, likely by alcohol dehydrogenase 

(ADH). As Figure 1 shows, NAGly differs from AEA by the oxidation state of the carbon 

beta to the amido nitrogen.  Despite the structural similarity between NAGly and AEA, 

and also NAGly biosynthesis pathway dependence on AEA, recent studies support that 

NAGly has no affinity for CB1, CB2, and GPR55 receptors [51]. Therefore, 

antinociceptive and anti-inflammatory effects of NAGly[52-55] might occur through an 

alternative novel cannabinoid receptor, which is GPR18. The second reason is that the 

anti-inflammatory effects of NAGly are consistent with GPR18 expression in peripheral 

blood leukocytes and several hematopoietic cell lines [31], as well as being highly 

expressed in the spleen and testis. McHugh et al.‘s [26, 50, 56-58] results revealed that 

the mouse microglial cell line BV-2 has an endogenous expression of the GPR18 mRNA.  
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Figure 1. N-arachidonoyl Ethanolamine (AEA), the Potential Precursor of N-

arachidonoyl glycine (NAGly) the Proposed Agonist of GPR18. 
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Figure 2.The Only Proposed Biosynthesis Pathways of NAGly from AEA. Adapted from 

Bradshaw et al. [48]. 
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 Δ
9
-THC and cannabidiol (CBD), shown in Figure 3, known as two essential 

phytocannabinoids, play a role with GPR18 signaling in both BV-2 cell endogenously 

expressing mouse GPR18 (mGPR18) and in hGPR18-transfected human embryonic 

kidney (HEK) cells when evaluated for Extracellular Signal-Regulated Kinase (pERK) 

activation. The results indicate that AEA, Δ
9
-THC, O-1602, and abnormal cannabidiol 

(AbnCBD), along with NAGly, act as full agonists at GPR18, while a further Cannabis-

derived compound CBD is a low efficacy agonist. In the other experiments, AEA,  

Δ
9
-THC, and N-arachidonoyl glycine (NAGly) induced migration of the HEC-1B cells 

through CB1 receptor-independent mechanisms. Δ
9
-THC also activated mitogen-

activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling at nanomolar concentrations in stably 

transfected HEK-293-GPR18 cells, whereas WIN55212-2 and CP55940 had no effect. 

Besides these results, Caldwell et al. [34] also offered evidence that the presence of 

GPR18-NAGly and Abn-CBD interactions in the anterior mouse eye (in the corneal 

epithelium, and interestingly in the trabecular meshwork) may serve as a desirable target 

for the regulation of elevated intraocular pressure in different forms of glaucoma. At the 

time, all of these data were sufficient to suggest GPR18 as a deorphanized receptor, but 

later studies retained GPR18 as a challenging receptor. 
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Figure 3. GPR18 Proposed Agonists and Antagonists. 
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 The second publication with a failed attempt toward finding a relation between 

NAGly and GPR18 was done by Ikeda et al. [46], which included entirely negative 

results. GPR18 heterologously expressed in rat sympathetic neurons, but the application 

of NAGly did not inhibit calcium currents. Not only NAGly but also an investigation of 

other proposed agonists of GPR18, including anandamide and abnormal cannabidiol, was 

useless. This failure also produced by the other downstream effectors of GPCRs. The 

level of cAMP was not changed by NAGly after the application of forskolin to stimulate 

cAMP production in GPR18-expressing cells. G protein-coupled inwardly rectifying 

potassium channels were not modulated by GPR18 signaling.  Five different GPR18 

receptor mutants were generated to test the basal activity of the receptor by monitoring 

calcium current in superior cervical ganglion neurons during agonist application, but it 

could not inhibit the induced calcium current. To explore that those results were not 

specific to the Gαi type proteins, they also tested other types of Gα proteins not 

endogenously expressed in superior cervical ganglion neurons like Gαs, Gαz, and Gα15, but 

these also failed to induce detectable calcium current changes when the cells were 

stimulated with the reported GPR18 ligands. 

These apparent inconsistent findings sometimes were claimed to be related to a 

lack of co-localization between NAGly and GPR18 in the body [47]. In contrast to 

GPR18, in rats, the highest levels of NAGly were measured in the spinal cord, small 

intestine, kidneys, and skin. NAGly is much less expressed in high-level GPR18 

distributed organs like testes and spleen [52]. However, it should be noted that some of 

the endogenous ligands such as AEA and 2-arachidonylglycerol (2-AG) are known to be 
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rapidly synthesized on demand. Therefore, NAGly might follow the same pattern and 

cannot be produced in an in vivo experiment. Finlay et al. [47] sought to find GPR18-

mediated cellular signaling through the assays earlier studies reported. They utilized all 

of the earlier successful experienced cell lines and assays in response to both NAGly and 

AEA but their results detected neither inhibition of cAMP, induction of pERK and nor 

regulation of cellular migration and proliferation/apoptosis. 

The other novel competitor of NAGly to deorphanize GPR18 is a potent 

immunoresolvent compound, Resolvin D2 (RvD2, see Figure 3). The complete 

stereochemistry of RvD2 is 7S,16R,17S-trihydroxy-4Z,8E,10Z,12E,14E,19Z-DHA [59].
 

A recently published unbiased screening for functional RvD2 GPCRs identified that 

GPR18 is a target for RvD2.  Here both are localized in the immune system, including 

bone marrow, lymph nodes, tonsil, and specifically in leukocyte cells. Studies suggested 

that GPR18-RvD2 signaling stimulates the resolution of acute inflammation with a high 

binding affinity value (Kd ~ 10 nM) [42, 60, 61]. Although studies mainly focused on 

different levels of pro-resolving actions of resolvins, other new reports suggested that 

RvD2 coupling to GPR18 can also treat obesity that takes place either in adipose tissue or 

the obesity-associated hypothalamic inflammation in the central nervous system [41, 62].
 

The Abood laboratory (our collaborator in this project) has previously studied the 

effects of NAGly and other cannabinoids on stably expressing HEK293/GPR18 and 

CHO-K1 GPR18 β-arrestin cell lines through different G protein-coupled pathways 

(calcium mobilization and ERK1/2 phosphorylation assays), in addition to β-arrestin 

signaling (using the DisvoveRx PathHunter assay) [63]. In this study, NAGly, AbnCBD, 
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O-1602, O1918, and Δ
9
-THC induce an increase in both calcium mobilization and 

MAPK activity (also this signaling inhibited by Pertussis toxin), whereas between all of 

the ligands tested, only Δ
9
-THC induces a concentration-dependent response in β-arrestin 

recruitment assay. The most recent evidence of the effect of the reported GPR18 agonist 

NAGly was investigated in human spermatozoa [36]. Since the activation of protein 

kinases is involved in central physiological processes in sperm, this research investigated 

the phosphorylation status of 40 different protein kinases upon NAGly stimulation in 

human spermatozoa using a phospho-kinase array. The results show that the highest 

phosphorylation level was observed for the T308 phosphorylation site of the Akt kinase 

which has been confirmed by western blot analysis after exposure of an agonist. Chapter 

II reveals that our experimental data confirm activation of GPR18 with putative proposed 

agonists NAGly and RvD2 and also a novel agonist S5 is suggested. 

GPR18 Proposed Antagonists 

Inactivation of the GPR18 biological effects and pharmacology is lesser-known 

than its activation. Endometriosis is a chronic painful disorder stimulated by GPR18-

NAGly signaling in which endometrial cells grow abnormally outside of the uterus [57]. 

These results suggest that a GPR18 antagonist might be a treatment for this disorder. The 

first antagonist for GPR18 suggested by McHugh et al. [26, 50],
 
who showed that CBD is 

a low-efficacy agonist behaving as partial agonist/antagonist depending on receptor 

expression level; whereas the CBD analog, O-1918, acts as an antagonist by blocking 

NAGly-induced migration in BV-2 microglial migration. Although this report was not 

confirmed by later studies [63], in other experiments, they showed that AM251 and CBD 
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antagonized the HEC-1B migration and MAPK activation by NAGly and Δ
9
-THC. It is 

important to note that AM251 is a widely used CB1-selective antagonist and often is used 

in combination with Δ
9
-THC to suggest a role for CB1 receptors, but here its role 

deducted to a weak partial agonist/antagonist. Thus far, the first and only published 

selective GPR18 antagonists are PSB-CB5 (Z-2-(3-(4-Chlorobenzyloxy)benzylidene)-

6,7-dihydro-2H-imidazo[2,1-b][1,3]-thiazin-3(5H)-one) and PSB-CB27(Z-2-(3-(6-

(4Chlorophenoxy)hexyloxy)benzylidene)-6,7-dihydro-2Himidazo[2,1b][1,3]thiazin-

3(5H)-one) (see Figure 4) with IC50~1µM by Δ⁹-THC-induced β-arrestin recruitment to 

GPR18 assay. Using β-arrestin translocation assays based on the β-galactosidase enzyme 

fragment complementation technology (β-arrestin PathHunter
TM

 assay, DiscoveRx, due to 

the lack of potent radioligand for GPR18 and GPR55) and radioligand binding assays vs. 

[
3
H]CP55,940 for CB1 and CB2, Harms et al. [64] presented an extensive structure-

activity relationship study of 49 derivatives investigated at all four GPCRs and revealed 

that PSB-CB5 and PSB-CB27 are the most potent and selective antagonist for GPR18 in 

the recombinant cell line (CHO) stably expressing the respective human GPCR. Later 

studies have confirmed these results [36]. The co-treatment of the selective GPR18 

antagonist PSB-CB5 and PSB-CB27 with NAGly (1:1, 1μM) completely blocked the 

NAGly-induced acrosomal exocytosis in humans. 

Furthermore, they also investigated the effects of the suggested antagonists on 

THC-induced acrosomal exocytosis. Again, these effects could be inhibited by the 

specific GPR18 antagonists PSB-CB5 and PSB-CB27 (Figure 4). The next chapter would 
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show that how our experimental data confirm these antagonists and then introduce and 

compare our novel proposed antagonists with the previous one. 

 

 

PSB-CB5 

 

PSB-CB27 

 

Figure 4. Two Proposed Recent Antagonists for GPR18. 
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CHAPTER II 

 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

 

Introduction  

 The experimental data described here were submitted as an NIH R01 grant 

(Application Number: 1 R01 DA049533-01) High Selectivity Antagonist and Agonist 

Hits for GPR18, which was a well-established collaboration between Dr. Abood (a well-

recognized expert in the pharmacology of cannabinoid and related GPCRs), Dr. Reggio 

(a well-recognized expert in molecular modeling of GPCRs), and Dr. Jagerovic (from the 

synthetic lab that carried out the medicinal chemistry component of the research). 

 As discussed in Chapter I, many earlier investigations, including ours, support 

activation of GPR18 by the endogenous lipoamino acid N-arachidonoyl glycine 

(NAGly), the endogenous immunomodulating lipid resolvin (RvD2), and Δ9-

tetrahydrocannabinol (Δ9-THC). In contrast, there have been reports indicating a lack of 

activation by NAGly. Our experimental data generated by stable cell lines expressing the 

human GPR18 in CHO cells demonstrate that both NAGly and RvD2 activate GPR18. 

We also employed the recent introduced GPR18 antagonists PSBCB-5 and PSBCB-27 to 

antagonize NAGly and RvD2 effects. 

 However, no highly potent GPR18 antagonist has yet been discovered. Therefore, 

the first goal of this project was to design a nanomolar potency antagonist that could 

guide the design of future high-affinity antagonists and lead to a better understanding of 
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the physiological role of GPR18.  In this way, we recently synthesized a series of GPR18 

agonists and antagonists based upon a pyrazol-3(5)-ylbenzene-1,3-diol scaffold and 

compared them with NAGly, RvD2, and ∆
9
-THC, which triggers activation of GPR18. 

Candidate compounds were tested for their ability to inhibit calcium mobilization, MAPK 

signaling, and recruitment of β-arrestin in stably transfected CHO cells expressing 

GPR18. 

Cellular Expression of GPR18 

 We have synthesized both proposed antagonists PSB-CB5 and PSB-CB27 (see 

Figure 4), and have generated a stable cell line of Chinese Hamster Ovary cells (CHO) 

expressing human GPR18 (cDNA resource, GP0180000; CHO/GPR18). As Figure 5 

shows, the levels of GPR18 expression were qualitatively illustrated in this cell line, 

wild-type CHO cells (negative control), and a commercially available CHO cell line co-

expressing GPR18 and β-arrestin-2 via Western hybridization protocols according to the 

methodology employed in Dr. Abood‘s laboratory and as previously described [63]. 

 

 

Figure 5. Western Blot of CHO/GPR18, Wild-type CHO, and CHO/GPR18/βarr 

Depicting Expression of GPR18 (38kDA). The Membrane was Probed with Rabbit, Anti-

GPR18 (2ug/ml; Sigma). Note the Lack of Signal at All Concentration in Wild-type CHO 

Cells. 
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Calcium Mobilization of NAGly in CHO/GPR18  

Intracellular calcium measurements were initially used because it is the most 

robust assay found for activity at GPR18. Distribution of GPR18 in the human N-

terminal GFP-tagged-GPR18 (CHO/GPR18) cells is illustrated using 

immunocytochemistry activity. Figure 6A (left) depicts the stable expression of the 

GPR18, which is tagged with the green fluorescent protein (GFP). The color change from 

green to blue (using Fura-2/AM fluorescence dye to detect intracellular calcium) in  

 

Figure 6. NAGly Increases [Ca
2+

]I in CHO/GPR18 Cells. A. GFP Signal, Representative 

Examples of F340/F380 Ratio before (Basal) and after Treatment with 10 μM NAGly. B. 

Representative Examples of NAGly-induced Increase in [Ca
2+

]i. The arrow indicated the 

addition of NAGly.  
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Figure 6A (middle) indicates calcium mobilization in the basal activity, which 

means activation of the receptor is happening by itself. The wavelengths used to excite 

and detect the fluorophores for GFP is at 488 and 595 nm respectively and 340/380 nm 

and 510 nm for Fura-2 AM. 

 Activation of GPR18 after treatment with 10 μM NAGly is also visualized 

compared with the basal activity color in Figure 6.   

MAPK Activity of NAGly and RvD2 in CHO/GPR18 Cells 

Our experimental data also demonstrate that both putative antagonists of GPR18 

are efficacious as inhibitors of NAGly and RvD2-induced MAPK activation (see Figure 

7). As the bar charts in Figure 7 depict, we first tested ERK 1/2 phosphorylation by 

NAGly and RvD2 (both in 1μM concentration), the two most important proposed 

agonists for activation of GPR18. Then, these responses were inhibited after the two 

proposed selective antagonists PSB-CB5 (10μM) and PSB-CB27 (3μM) were treated. 
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Figure 7. Inhibition of NAGly-induced Increases in MAPK Activity by GPR18 

Antagonists in CHO/GPR18 (n = 4-19). Significant Increases in MAPK Activity Upon 

Exposure to NAGly (5 min) and RvD2 (30 Min). Significance Was Determined by One-

way ANOVA with Bonferroni Correction, p < 0.001 as Compared to Respective Vehicle 

Control (DMSO/NAGly;etoh/RvD2). Inhibition of NAGly-induced Increases Were 

Blocked (30-min pre-incubation) with PSBCB-27 and PSBCB-5 (One-way ANOVA with 

Bonferroni correction, p < 0.05 and p < 0.01, Respectively). 
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Calcium Mobility Activity of Our Novel Proposed Agonist and Antagonist of 

GPR18 in CHO/GPR18 Cell Lines 

 

Despite controversial discussions, especially about NAGly‘s ability to bind with 

GPR18, our experimental data prove that NAGly and RvD2 are two putative endogenous 

agonists for activation of GPR18. We recently synthesized a series of GPR18 agonists 

and antagonists based upon a pyrazol-3(5)-ylbenzene-1,3-diol scaffold for their ability to 

regulate intracellular calcium (Ca
2+

) in our cell line. The best antagonist from this initial 

series S4 (see Figure 8) at 10 µM can reduce NAGly calcium signaling completely, while 

10 µM PSBCB-5 can only reduce a NAGly-generated calcium signal by 40 to 50%.  The 

best agonist in these series, S5 (see Figure 8), has an efficacy comparable to NAGly. 

                                                                                                                                          

 

 

S4 S5 

 

Figure 8. The Proposed Agonist S5 and Antagonist S4 Based on the Pyrazol-3(5)-

ylbenzene-1,3-diol Scaffold.                       

 

As Figure 9 illustrates, the real-time photographs of calcium mobilization in S5 

treated states are very similar to NAGly-treated states in Figure 6, which means that S5 is 

as efficacious as NAGly. Figure 9A (left) depicts the stable expression of the GPR18, 

HO

OHNN
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which is tagged with the green fluorescent protein (GFP), with the color change from 

green to blue indicating calcium mobilization in basal activity (middle) and activation of 

GPR18 after treatment with 10 μM S5 (right). Figure 9B reveals the change of 

intracellular calcium in CHO/GPR18 cells after exposure to 10 μM S5. Figure 9C 

illustrates the bar graph of the mean increase of calcium following exposure to 10 μM S5. 

 

Figure 9. S5 Increases [Ca
2+

]I in CHO/GPR18 Cells. A. GFP Signal, Representative 

Examples of F340/F380 Ratio before (Basal) and after Treatment with 10 μM S5. B. 

Representative Examples of S5-induced Increase in [Ca
2+

]i. The arrow indicates the 

addition of S5. 
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S4 is an antagonist at GPR18 with a closely related analog of S5.  Figure 10 

shows that S4 does not affect the basal activity and the intensity and type of colors did 

not change after S4 treatment, which means that S4 cannot affect the basal activity of 

GPR18. But as Figure 11 shows, an equimolar concentration of S4 inhibits the NAGly 

response. The comparison between NAGly treatment states in Figure 6 and NAGly-S4 

treatment state in Figure 11 clarifies that S4 is antagonizing NAGly‘s effects. 

 

Figure 10. S4 Alone Has No Effect on [Ca
2+

]I in CHO/GPR18 Cells. A. GFP Signal, 

Representative Examples of F340/F380 Ratio before (Basal) and after Treatment with 10 

μM S4. B. Representative Examples of S4-induced Increase in [Ca
2+

]i. The arrow 

indicates the addition of S4.  
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Figure 11. S4 Blocks NAGly Response on [Ca
2+

]I in CHO/GPR18 Cells. A. GFP Signal, 

Representative Examples of F340/F380 Ratio before (Basal) and after Treatment with 10 

μM S4+ NAGly in HEK Cells. B. Representative Examples of S4 + NAGly-induced 

Increase in [Ca
2+

]i. The top arrow indicates the prsence of S4 in the whole of the 

experiment and the bottom arrow indicates the addition of NAGly. 

 

 Comparison between our proposed antagonist S4 and earlier suggested antagonist 

PSB-CB5, our experimental data show that S4 is a more efficacious antagonist than 

PSBCB-5 at inhibiting NAGly stimulation of intracellular calcium (see Figure 12). As the 

bar charts in Figure 12 depict, S4 antagonism much more significantly affected NAGly-

induced calcium mobilizations. 
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Figure 12. Antagonism of Intracellular Ca
2+

 Signal by S4 vs. CB-5. S-4 (10 μM) Fully 

Antagonizes the Ca
2+

 Signal Produced by NAGly (10 μM), Whereas CB-5 (10 μM) Only 

Partially Blocks the Signal. * p<0.05 Compared to NAGly, # p<0.05 Compared to CB-5.  

n=45-50 Cells. 

 

β-arrestin Activity of Agonists in GPR18 DiscoverX Cells 

Earlier findings suggest that GPR18 activation involves several signal 

transduction pathways, indicative of biased agonism, as activation of this receptor by a 

particular ligand, which might provide a possible explanation for the controversial 

GPR18 activation found in different literature. For instance, previous reports show that 

while all five ligands ∆
9
-THC, NAGly, AbnCBD, O-1602, and O-1918 increase both 

intracellular calcium and MAPK cellular signaling pathways, in HEK/GPR18 cells, only 

∆
9
-THC produces concentration-dependent GPR18-mediated β-arrestin activity [63]. Our 

experimental data revealed that S5 also recruits β- arrestin (see Figure 13). Quantification 

of β-arrestin recruitment was determined using DiscoveRx PathHunter CHO-K1 cells 

stably expressing GPR18 fused with a β-galactosidase enzyme fragment, and β-arrestin 

fused to an N-terminal deletion mutant of β-galactosidase. Activation of GPR18 induces 

β-arrestin recruitment, forcing complementation of the two β-galactosidase enzyme 
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fragments. Levels of this active enzyme are a direct result of GPR18 activation and are 

quantitated using chemiluminescent PathHunter detection reagents containing the β-

galactoside substrate [63].  

 

Figure 13. β-arrestin Activity in GPR18 DiscoverX Cells.  Data Were Normalized to the 

Response Produced by ∆
9
-THC. n=3 Experiments. 

 

Conclusion 

Thus far, potent and specific agonists and antagonists of GPR18 have not been 

identified, which is the reason for preventing full acceptance of NAGly as an agonist, 

development of radioligands, and the advancement of GPR18‘s therapeutic potential. We 

have found a distinct set of agonists and antagonists based on the pyrazol-3(5)-ylbenzene-

1,3-diol scaffold to interact with GPR18, either G protein-dependent or by β-arrestin 

signaling pathways. Taking into consideration the results presented in this chapter allows 

us to employ the structure-activity relationship (SAR) technique based on the pyrazol-
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3(5)-ylbenzene-1,3-diol scaffold to modify the effect or potency of S4 and S5 by 

changing their chemical structures. 
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CHAPTER III 

 

GPR18 MODELING 

 

Introduction 

 Thus far, there is no structural information available for GPR18 because neither 

X-ray crystallographic nor nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopic studies 

have been reported. To bridge this gap, computer models of GPR18 (inactive state, R; 

activated state, R*) are proposed to be developed here.  These models will be used to 

study ligand binding and activation at GPR18. By employing a GPR18 computer model, 

the putative binding site of candidate agonists can be identified and then tested via 

mutational analyses. However, no highly potent GPR18 antagonist has yet been 

discovered. Therefore, the importance of building a 3D structure of GPR18 is to help 

design a nanomolar potency antagonist that can guide the design of future high-affinity 

antagonists and lead to a better understanding of the physiological role of GPR18. 

Molecular Modeling the Inactive State (R) of GPR18 

 A homology model of GPR18 was constructed using the X-ray crystal structure of 

the delta opioid receptor (DOR) at 1.8 Å resolution as a template downloaded from 

Protein Data Bank [65]. The DOR was chosen as the template because it has 26% 

sequence homology (similarity) with the GPR18 and an analogous sodium binding 

pocket region. Sequence similarities include key Cysteines in extracellular (EC) loop 2 

(C(172) in GPR18; C(198) in DOR) that form a disulfide loop with C3.25 on TMH3 
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(yellow circles in Figure 14). This helps limit the conformational flexibility of the EC2 

loop and stabilizes its structure. The GPR18 sequence was first aligned with the 

sequences of the Rho, CB1, CB2, DOR, β2-AR, and S1P1 receptors using the highly 

conserved Class A GPCR residues/motifs as alignment guides (N1.50, D2.50, R3.50, 

W4.50 (green circles in Figure 14), P5.50, P6.50 (red circles in TMH5 and 6 in Figure 

14), and NPXXY in TMH7). Based on this alignment, the DOR model was then mutated 

to the GPR18 sequence. Two important GPR18 motif variations are CFMP vs. CWXP in 

TMH6 and DVILY vs. NPXXY in TMH7. Also, GPR18 has a P3.36 that should bend 

TMH3 (see Table 1). 

 

Figure 14. Helix Net Representation of hGPR18 Sequence. Residues in Red are Prolines; 

All Except the Proline in Helix III are Highly or Reasonably Conserved. Residues in 

Green are Highly Conserved Residues in GPCRs Class A and Residues in Yellow are 

Highly Conserved Cysteins Which Form Key Disulfide Bridge in Extracellular Loop 2. 

 

I III 
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Table 1 

 

Conserved Residues/Motifs Presented in a Sample of Class A GPCRs in TMH7 and 3 

 

 

 
 

Note. The far-left column is the abbreviation of the GPCRs. The last one is GPR18. The first row shows the 

Ballesteros–Weinstein residue numbering. In this numbering system in GPCRs that uses the X.YY format; 

X denotes the TMH number and (YY) denotes residue position relative to the most conserved residue in the 

helix (X.50) [67] The residues in yellow are highly conserved, in green are reasonably conserved and in red 

is Proline. Cysteins in position 3.25 incorporates in disulfide bridge. As the alignment shows P3.36 is 

unique in GPR18. Also, unlike other GPCRs, there is not a NPXXY motif in TMH7. 
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 To explore the consequences of helix bending residues, such as P3.36
 
in TMH3, 

and the lack of P7.50 in TMH7, we employed the combined Monte Carlo (MC) and 

Simulated Annealing (SA) technique, Conformational Memories (CM). CM allows an 

exploration of the flexibility introduced by helix bending residues such as Proline and 

outputs a set of low free energy helix conformations from which a new helix conformer 

can be chosen. 

Definition of Torsion Angles 

 Figure 15 illustrates [66] the definition of the protein backbone dihedral angles. In 

a protein chain three dihedral angles are defined as φ (phi), ψ (psi) and ω (omega). 

Dihedral angle φ (phi) is rotation about the bond between N and Cα bond, involves C(O)-

N-Cα-C(O). Dihedral angle ψ (psi) is rotation about the bond between Cα-C(O) bond 

involves N-Cα-C(O)-N. Dihedral angle ω (omega) is the rotation about the peptide bond 

C(O)-N bond involves Cα1-C(O)-N-Cα2. Since carbonyl pi electrons and nitrogen lone 

pair are delocalized and from resonance structure, the Omega angle tend to be planar, but 

phi and psi are flexible; therefore, the rotation happens around them. The side chain 

torsion angles are named χ1 (chi1), χ2 (chi2), χ3 (chi3), etc.; between them, χ1 (chi1) is 

the most studied. Three important states of χ1 (chi1) dihedral angles tend to cluster near 

180°, 60°, and −60°, which are called the trans, gauche
 
plus, and gauche minus 

conformations, respectively. The most abundant conformation is gauche plus in which 

the gamma side chain atom is opposite to the residue‘s main chain carbonyl group when 

viewed along the Cβ-Cα bond. Trans conformation is when the side chain gamma atom is 

opposite the main chain nitrogen. Finally, one of the rarest, especially in the 

II IV 
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transmembrane region of GPCRs, is gauche minus. It occurs when the side chain is 

opposite the hydrogen substituent on the Cα atom. This conformation is not stable 

because the gamma atom is in the proximity of the backbone CO and NH atoms. As 

discussed in the next section, this conformation is adopted by the Serine and Threonine 

residues, which makes a kink in the alpha helix. 

 
 

 

  

 

Figure 15. Definition of the Protein Backbone (φ, ψ and ω) and Side Chain (χ1 (chi1), χ2 

(chi2), χ3 (chi3), Etc.) Dihedral Angles. Adapted from Richardson et al. [66].  
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Conformational Divergence between Template and GPR18 TMH3 

One of our initial experiments was to explore the most stable conformation of 

GPR18 helices with unique sequences to find the origin of the differences between the 

template and GPR18. In the study of GPCRs, the CM method has been used successfully 

in earlier studies [68-70]. The new dihedral angles will be extensively and effectively 

explored in two different phases. The first phase is called exploratory. In this phase, the 

starting temperature for the heating step in simulated annealing (SA) is 3000 K, with 

cooling to 310 K in 18 temperature steps in the exploratory phase. At each temperature, 

50,000 MC steps are applied. With each step, two dihedral angles and one bond angle are 

varied in the range of ±180° for dihedrals and of ±8° for bond angles. The second phase 

is called the biased sampling phase because CM explores only regions that were highly 

populated in the first phase. Because of this new distribution, we only explore nine 

temperature steps, so that the initial temperature is 749.4 K and the final temperature is 

310 K, with 50,000 Monte Carlo steps at each temperature. In this work, all calculations 

are performed using a distance-dependent dielectric, all-atom calculations with 

CHARMM22 force field [71-73] and without the CMAP corrections [74]. In the GPR18 

sequence, there is a P3.36
 
in TMH3 that is unique. Since the presence of Proline 

necessarily introduces a kink in the helix (well documented in previous reports [75]), the 

CM method was used to explore the possible typical conformational space of TMH3. To 

achieve this aim, an initial straight helix was built, and then some variations around the 

Proline kink region were introduced. This region includes the residues from P3.36 to 

T3.32. In our model the range of variations is: -120<phi<40, -70<psi<0 and  
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-160<omega<160. These values were extracted from the Protein Data Bank (pdb) [65].
 

Finally, the 103 structures generated by CM were superimposed from P3.36 to Q3.56 

using the Superposition tool in Maestro (Schrödinger Release 2017-4: Maestro, 

Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, 2017). Results were compared with the template. 

Although TMH3 in the DOR crystal structure lacks a P3.36 (M3.36
 
instead) but still is 

bent crucially around this region (with an average bend angle of 16.5°, calculated in 

ProKink program). The only reason that might explain this severe bent is the presence of 

Thr3.38 in gauche minus dihedral because as Ballesteros et al.‘s [76] studies previously 

proved, Serines and Threonines can act as hinge residues. This bending is produced by an 

intrahelical hydrogen bond between the backbone carbonyl oxygen (at position i-4 for 

alpha helix and i-3 for 3/10 helix) and the O
γ
 atom of the Serine or Threoine in gauche 

minus dihedral (0° < χ1 < 120°) (see Figure 16). However, for two reasons, even the 

presence of this type of intrahelical interaction is not acceptable for the severe bent 

observed in DOR TMH3. First, the average Ser/Thr kink, which has been measured in the 

other alpha helices in the earlier reports, is around 12°. Second, the measurement of the 

bend angle in DOR TMH3 crystal shows it is 16.5°, which causes a wide and open 

extracellular region. We believe that the crystal packing contact in the biological units 

might be the main reason for such a significant deviation, which is a critical problem in 

X-ray crystallization. Researchers in this field usually underestimate this problem, which  

causes many later mistakes and understanding in GPCR modeling. 
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Figure 16. Theronine in Gauche Minus Intrahelical Binding. Dashed Line Shows the 

Distance of O
γ
-O

i-3
 (Left) Superposition of TMH3 Conformation Memory Products 

(Right). The Helix in Green is for DOR TMH3 and Helices in Red and Light Blue are 

GPR18 TMH3 CM Outputs. Adapted from Ballesteros et al. [76]. 

  

 After doing a CM job on TMH3 in GPR18, the outputs show that the population 

rate of the extracted conformers mainly tends to have a bend angle less than TMH3 in 

DOR (or the conformers of TMH3 in GPR18 tend to be straighter than TMH3 in DOR). 

Figure 16 depicts an overlay of the one helix in green (which is TMH3 in DOR) and the 

helices in light blue (which are TMH3 in GPR18 produced by CM job). The comparison 

of the green helix with the light blues reveals two different populations: the light blue 

straight helices and the light blue plus red bent helices. The light blue straight helices are 

highly populated (around 62%), but the light blue bent helices and the red helices are 

slightly populated in CM job-produced conformers. Therefore, we concluded that TMH3 

in GPR18 tends to be straighter than TMH3 in DOR and has to be picked from the high 
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population. In this way, it has to have a bend angle higher than 16.5°. Thus, we finally 

picked the conformer with a bend angle of 16.8°. 

Ionic Lock and Toggle Switch 

 In all of class A GPCRs, helix 6 plays a vital role in the change between receptor 

inactive and active states. When the receptor is activated, one of the significant changes 

happens at the intracellular (IC) end of the TMH6. The TMH6 intracellular end moves 

away from the transmembrane helix bundle, making room for coupling with the G-

protein. This mechanism has been done by two important switches which are shared 

between TMH3 and 6. The first one is the ―ionic lock salt bridge,‖ which in GPR18 is 

formed between R3.50 and S6.33. The role of this salt bridge is to limit the relative 

mobility of the cytoplasmic ends of TMH3/6 in the inactive state and by disruption in the 

active state lead to an open bottom of the receptor to interact with the G-protein. ―Toggle 

switch‖ is the second switch, which is the conformational change in bulky residue at 

position 6.48 from gauche plus (240° < χ1 < 360°) in the inactive state to trans (120° < χ1 

< 240°) in the active state. This conformational change straightens TMH6 and breaks the 

ionic lock. The x-ray crystal structure of the β2-adrenergic receptor complexed with Gαs 

protein shows that TMH6 has straightened by flexing its proline kink at P6.50, forming 

an opening at the intracellular end of the bundle into which the Gαs protein has inserted its 

C-terminus [77]. This conformational change also impacts binding pocket residues. 

W6.48 is a highly conserved residue in Class A GPCRs. It has been shown to change its 

conformational state within the binding pocket upon receptor activation (1 gauche plus 

 trans). In the inactive state, W6.48 is typically held in its 1 gauche plus conformation 
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by another binding pocket residue.  Together, this pair of residues is known as the ―toggle 

switch.‖ [78] In GPR18 inactive state model reported here, F6.48 and M7.42 form the 

toggle switch. Since antagonists/inverse agonists stabilize the inactive state of the 

receptor, a critical factor in the design of antagonist/inverse agonist analogs here is that 

each ligand either directly or indirectly blocks the F6.48 (1 gauche plus  trans) 

transition, thus keeping GPR18 in its inactive state. In contrast, GPR18 agonist binding 

promotes the F6.48 (1 gauche plus  trans) transition. 

Conformational Memory Study of TMH7 

 GPR18 lacks N
7.49

P
7.50

XXY
7.53

 motif in TMH7. Instead, it has D
7.49

V
7.50

XXY
7.53

. 

At first glance, it would appear that the lack of P7.50 would lead to a straight helix, but 

there are some problems with a straight TMH7. First, a straight TMH7 creates much 

space at the top of the receptor that cannot be filled by extracellular loops (specifically 

EC 2 & 3), allowing water molecules to get into the receptor. Second, a straight TMH7 

changes the position of some critical residues. For instance, as Figure 17 illustrates, 

N7.43 is typically a binding pocket residue, but if TMH7 is straight, its Cα position will 

be near lipid face. T7.39 can also be a ligand interaction site and is typically more 

accessible to the binding crevice while in a straight helix seven; T7.39 is usually facing 

more towards TMH1 than TMH3. Third, Y7.53 is slightly removed from its normal 

position in the sodium pocket (sodium ion binding pocket and its importance are 

discussed with details in Chapter IV). Lastly, our initial MD simulation results show that 

a straight TMH7 is not stable and tends to be bent. Superposition of the extracted 
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structure of those trajectories with our template protein structure (DOR) in Figure 18 

reveals the similarity between the TMH7s. 

 

Figure 17. Comparison of TMH7 in Straight Model and Bent Model. Comparison of 

Position of Important Residues N7.43, T7.39 and Y7.53 in Straight Model (Highlighted 

in Brown) and Bent Model (Highlighted in Pink). TMH1 (Red), TMH2 (Orange), TMH3 

(Yellow), TMH4 (Light Green), TMH5 (Dark Green), TMH6 (Cyan), TMH7 Bent (Dark 

Blue), TMH7 Straight (Black), TMH8 (Violet). Superposition of TMH7 in Bent Model 

with the TMH7 Extracted from Initial MD Simulation. 

 

 Taken together, we should, therefore, seek an alternate motif or group of residues 

on TMH7 that might induce a helix distortion/hinge similar to a Proline. As previously 

mentioned, Ballesteros et al. [76]  showed that Serines and Threonines could act as hinge 

residues. In GPR18 TMH7, the best residues for this goal are S7.45 and T7.46 because 

they are very close to the normal Proline position in TMH7. We used the CM method to 
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explore the effect of S7.45 and T7.46 on TMH7 conformations. The CM study explored 

gauche minus/gauche plus, gauche plus/gauche minus and gauche minus/gauche minus 

conformations of S7.45 and T7.46 respectively, by variation of the chi1 dihedral angle of 

these two residues to the chosen value. The variation range was the same as that used for 

the Proline kink in TMH3 for phi, psi and omega angles. The range of variations for 

gauche plus, trans and gauche minus are (240° < χ1 < 360°), (120° < χ1 < 240°) and (0° < 

χ1 < 120°) respectively. Altogether, the gauche minus/gauche minus conformation gave 

us the best fit for the position of important TMH7 residues. 

 

Figure 18. MD Simulation of GPR18 with an Initial Straight TMH7 (Yellow) Shows That 

after 50 ns TMH7 Tends to Bend (Green Model). 
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Extracellular (EC) and Intracellular (IC) Loop Conformations 

Because GPR18 recognizes lipid-derived ligands, it is possible that like the S1P1 

and LPA receptors, the EC loops and N-terminus of GPR18 close the top of the bundle, 

restricting water access to the binding pocket. The DOR crystal structure has its EC2 loop 

splayed out, providing water molecules free access to the binding crevice. As a result, we 

need to model the GPR18 EC loops and N terminus so that they cover the binding site. 

As Figure 14 shows, the EC-2 is the longest loop (L159-V184) in GPR18, and it includes 

C172 which forms a disulfide bridge with C3.25 for structural stability. MODELLER 

[79, 80] was used to generate the N terminus (Met-1 to Pro-18) and the IC and EC loops 

(IC1: Thr-51 to Thr-55, IC2: Pro-126 to Lys-133, IC3: His-216 to Val-226, EC1: Glu-86 

to Gly-90, EC2: Leu-159 to Val-184, EC3: Thr-259 to Tyr-264). A limited distance 

between Cys-172 and Cys3.25 was used in the EC-2 loop calculation so that the highly 

conserved disulfide bridge was possible. The final loops were energy minimized to a 

gradient of 0.05 kJ/mol.A° with 2500 maximum iterations using the Generalized 

Born/Surface Area (GB/SA) continuum solvation model for water and the OPLS3 [81-

83] forcefield in MacroModel 10.7.014 (Schrödinger Release 2017-4: MacroModel, 

Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, 2017), while the TMH region was frozen. 

Bundle Minimization 

 The resultant model was minimized before starting MD simulations using our 

published protocol [20]. In the current study, minimization has been performed by 

MacroModel for homology modeling. The minimization protocol used the OPLS3[17-19] 

all-atom force field in MacroModel (Schrödinger Release 2017-4: MacroModel, 
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Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, 2017). An extended Van der Waals cutoff (8.0 Å, 

updated every 10 steps), a 20.0 Å Electrostatic cutoff, and a 4.0 Å hydrogen bond cutoff 

were used in each stage of the calculation. Subsequently, the inactive state, R model was 

equilibrated in a fully hydrated POPC bilayer using our published protocol [85]. 

Docking of the Putative Antagonist PSB-CB5 in Inactive (R) Model 

PSB-CB5 has been identified as a selective antagonist for GPR18 [36, 86]. The 

reports reveal that it produces a concentration-dependent inhibition of Δ
9
-THC-induced 

β-arrestin recruitment to GPR18 (an IC50 value of 0.279 µM). Figure 19 illustrates the 

PSBCB-5/GPR18 R Complex. In the complex, R2.60 forms a hydrogen bond with the 

carbonyl oxygen of PSBCB-5 (N-O distance =3.1 Å; NH-O angle=170°). F6.51 has an 

aromatic stacking interaction with the imidazo[2,1-b]thiazine ring of PSBCB-5  (centroid 

to centroid distance = 4.7 Å; angle = 45°). The central phenyl ring of PSBCB-5 has an 

aromatic stacking interaction with F6.55 (centroid to centroid distance = 5.4 Å; angle = 

69°). The EC2 loop residue, Y(180), has an aromatic stacking interaction with the para-

chloro ring of PSBCB-5 (centroid to centroid distance = 5.5 Å; angle = 89°). PSBCB-5 

also has strong Van der Waals interactions with T3.32.  
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Figure 19. PSB-CB5 (Orange Structure) Docked in R Model of GPR18. Hydrogen Bond 

between Carbonyl Oxygen of S4 and R2.60 is Shown with Yellow Line. The Putative 

Interaction Residues Highlighted in Pink. Toggle Switch Residues (M7.42 and F6.48) are 

Contoured at Their VdW Radius in Brown Color. Color Code for the Helices are TMH1 

(Red), TMH2 (Orange), TMH3 (Yellow), TMH4 (Light Green), TMH5 (Dark Green), 

TMH6 (in Cyan) and TMH7 (Dark Blue). 2D Structure of PSB-CB5 Inserted in Far Left 

of the above Picture beside TMH1. 

 

Docking of Our Proposed Antagonist S4 in Inactive (R) Model 

Our experimental data on the GPR18 antagonist activity of the pyrazol-3(5)-

ylbenzene-1,3-diol derivative S4 allows us to propose the S4 scaffold for further 

elaboration. The global minimum energy conformer of S4 was determined from a 

complete conformational analysis at the HF 6-31G* level using Spartan ‗08 
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(Wavefunction, Inc., Irvine CA). Our dock of the global minimum energy conformer of 

S4 (purple, transparent VDW surface) in the GPR18 model is illustrated in Figure 20. 

The S4 global minimum has an internal hydrogen bond between one of the resorcinol 

ring hydroxyl groups and a pyrazole ring nitrogen. This hydrogen bond causes both the 

resorcinol and the pyrazole ring to be in the same plane favoring S4 to be elongated. In 

the S4/ GPR18 R complex, the benzyl ring has a cation-pi interaction with R2.60 (4.0 Å). 

One hydroxyl oxygen of the resorcinol ring forms a strong hydrogen bond with R5.42 

(O-N distance 3.2 Å; NH-O angle = 154°). The resorcinol ring also has a tilted-T 

aromatic stacking interaction with F6.55 (centroid to centroid distance=5.1 Å, relative 

ring angle = 77°). The pyrazole ring also has aromatic stacking interactions with F6.51 

(centroid to centroid distance=4.9 Å, relative ring angle = 53°) and F6.55 (centroid to 

centroid distance=5.8 Å, relative ring angle = 87°). Finally, S4 also establishes strong 

Van der Waals interactions with T3.32, while the S4 aliphatic chain has Van der Waals 

interactions with L5.38. S4 is an antagonist because its benzyl ring sits directly above 

M7.42 (gold, contoured at its VdW radius in Figure 21). Consequently, this compound 

stabilizes the GPR18 toggle switch in its ―off‖ state (F6.48 χ1 = gauche plus). 
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Figure 20. S4 (Green Structure) Docked in R Model of GPR18. The Internal Hydrogen 

Bond of S4 and Hydrogen Bond between Resorcinol Ring and R5.42 are Shown with the 

Yellow Lines. The Putative Interaction Residues Highlighted in Pink. Toggle Switch 

Residues (M7.42 and F6.48) are Contoured at Their VdW Radius in Brown Color. Color 

Code for the Helices are TMH1 (Red), TMH2 (Orange), TMH3 (Yellow), TMH4 (Light 

Green), TMH5 (Dark Green), TMH6 (in Cyan) and TMH7 (Dark Blue). 2D Structure of 

S4 Inserted in Far Left of the above Picture beside TMH1. 

 

Molecular Modeling GPR18 Active State (R*) 

Binding an agonist and subsequent receptor activation are accompanied by 

significant conformational changes in the receptor inactive state structure. The first 

change occurs in the cytoplasmic end of the TMH6. The outward movement of TMH6 

from the receptor core leads to breaking the ionic lock (R3.50 and S6.33 interaction) and 
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increasing the distance between TMH6 and TMH3. On the other hand, the movement of 

TMH6 outward provides additional space for TMH7 to move toward the bundles (see 

Figure 21 and 22). These movements make adequate room for G-protein interaction. 

P6.50 plays the role of the flexible hinge, which mediates the transition from R to R* 

[87]. In the activated state, the toggle switch residue (F6.48 in GPR18) undergoes a 

gauche plus to trans χ1 transition change, which creates an open space for the inward 

movement of TMH7 (see Figure 23). 

Taken together, we create our R* model with modification of the explained R 

model. In the R* bundle, a less kinked TMH6 conformer (bend angle 22°) was 

substituted for TMH6 in the R bundle. The TMH6 conformer used here was output from 

CM calculations. The straightening of TMH6 ensures that the TMH3-TMH6 ―ionic lock‖ 

is broken. The χ1 of H6.52 was also changed to trans. Due to the changes in TMH6; IC3 

loop was remodeled using Modeller. The resultant bundle was then minimized. 
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Figure 21. Super Position of R Model (Blue) and R* Model (Green). View from the 

Extracellular Part of the Receptor. The Orange Arrow Shows That TMH6 in Active 

Model Clearly Moved away from the Bundle Which Causes to Open Bottom of the 

Receptor for Interaction with G Protein. 
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Figure 22. Super Position of R Model (Blue) and R* Model (Green). View from the 

Cytoplasmic End of the Receptor. The Orange Arrow Shows That TMH6 in Active 

Model Clearly Moved away from the Bundle. This Movement Causes to Break Ionic 

Interaction between R3.50 and S6.33 (Highlighted Residues in Pink) and Then Opening 

Bottom of the Receptor to Interact with G Protein. 
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Figure 23. Superposition of R and R* Models. View from the Extracellular Part of the 

Receptor. Color Codes for the Helices are TMH1 (Red), TMH2 (Orange), TMH3 

(Yellow), TMH4 (Light Green), TMH5 (Dark Green), TMH6 (Cyan), TMH7 Bent (Dark 

Blue), TMH7 Straight (Black), TMH8 (Violet). Toggle Switch Residues F6.48 and 

M7.42 Conformations in Both Models are Highlighted in Pink. 

 

Docking of Putative Agonist in GPR18 Active (R*) Model: 

Conformational Memory Calculations for NAGly and RvD2 

 

In work reported here, we performed a conformational analysis of NAGly and 

RvD2 to examine their flexibility and the best conformation before doing the docking 

job. To this end, we used the Monte Carlo/Simulated annealing program, Conformational 

Memories (CM) [68, 69] to explore the dihedral conformation space (e
-∆E/kT

). In this 
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method, dihedral angles are explored by Monte Carlo (MC) random moves. Since 

exploring all of the global or local minima in a large search space is time-consuming, this 

method is combined with simulated annealing (SA). SA can proceed to find all minima 

without being trapped in a local minimum. Thus, this method can sample all of the 

conformations that each ligand can produce. 

 The CM method consists of two phases. In the Exploratory phase, the starting 

temperature for the heating step in SA is 3000 K, with cooling to 310 K. The cooling 

formula for lowering the temperature in 18 steps was T n+1 = T n (3000/310)
(1/18)

. At each 

temperature, 50,000 MC steps are applied. With each step, two dihedral angles and one 

bond angle are varied in the range of ±180° for dihedrals and of ±8° for bond angles. 

If this new value is accepted, the new dihedral angle is recorded, but if it is not accepted, 

then CM uses the value from the previous run. The process of accepting or rejecting 

random dihedral values is according to the standard Metropolis criterion. The recorded 

values are shown in an axis that covers all possible 360° angle motions. The method is 

repeated until the for each temperature step, ending at 310K. 

Figure 24a shows conformations for rotation around the amide bond in NAGly. 

Thus, it is expected that the high population is around trans angles (±180°). The strong 

double bond leads to a flat conformational search either in high temperatures or low 

temperatures.  Figure 24b shows the memories for the different (Csp3-Csp2-Csp2-Csp3) 

dihedral angles in NAGly, which has a C=C as the second and third atom. Here, the 

memories have a high population around 0°, consistent with this being a cis double bond 

either in high temperatures or low temperatures. 
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a 

 
b 

 
c 

 
 

Figure 24. Conformational Memory Results of NAGly. (a) the Amide Bond are 

Populated around ± 180° (trans); (b) around a Csp3-Csp2-Csp2-Csp3) Dihedral Angles 

Which are Populated around 0°; (c) the (Csp2-Csp3-Csp2-Csp2) Dihedral Angle Which 

are Populated around ±120°. 

 

Figure 24c illustrates the memories for the (Csp2-Csp3-Csp2-Csp2) dihedral at 

high temperatures explored many angles from -180° to +180° (the population for cis (0°) 

is slightly near 0). As the temperature is lowered, angles particularly around trans (±180°) 
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disappear and are not accessible. We conclude that at lower temperatures, only 

conformations around ±120° are most populated and will therefore be used in next phase. 

Figure 24a and b show that the range of motion at high temperatures is not fully explored 

by the first step as well as those for Figure 26c because to fully explore the range of 

angles would require bond breaking. A similar pattern occurs for RvD2 CM job. Figures 

25 and 26 depict the memories for Csp2-Csp2 and Csp3-Csp3 dihedral angles, 

respectively. 

The second step is biased sampling. This step is called biased sampling because 

we explore only in areas that were highly populated in the first phase, rather than 

exploring all of the dihedral regions. To limit sampling only in the areas in which a 

dihedral has been accepted and to skip the areas with no population, we use a new 

procedure. In this procedure, we use only populations at the final temperature (310 K) to 

search for low-energy conformations. Biased sampling is done by a uniform distribution 

of random numbers, which are divided into 36 intervals corresponding to 36 dihedral 

intervals. By this new distribution, we only explore seven temperature steps so that the 

initial temperature is 749.4 K and the final temperature is 310 K, with 50,000 Monte 

Carlo steps at each temperature. One hundred eight structures are output at 310 K. All 

conformers were then superimposed on heavy atoms and clustered. Clusters were 

analyzed based on their dihedral angles. One hundred eight structures were output at 310 

K. The superposition of CM job output structures is shown in Figure 27. We typically 

dock the lowest enthalpy conformer of a ligand in the receptor. Since all of CM job 

outputs are produced in the body‘s temperature (310 K), either is acceptable for the 
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docking job. In this way, there is no need to sort them based upon their energy values and 

the best fit inside the binding crevice with the strongest interactions chosen as the final 

structure. 

 

Figure 25. Conformational Memory Results of RvD2 for All of the Csp2-Csp2 Dihedral 

Angles Which are Populated around 0° and ±180°. 
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Figure 26. Conformational Memory Results of RvD2 for All of the Csp3-Csp3 Dihedral 

Angles Which are Populated Around Gauche Miues, Plus and Trans Conformations. 
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RvD2 

 
NAGly 

 

Figure 27. Top Row from Left to Right; Superposition of Conformational Memory of 

RvD2 (Question Mark Shape), NAGly (U-shaped), NAGly (J-shaped). 2D Structure of 

NAGly and RvD2 Inserted in the Bottom Row. 

 

NAGly evoked a calculated IC50 value of 20 nM in a concentration-dependent, 

pertussis toxin-sensitive inhibition of cAMP assay [31]. RvD2 has been reported to have 

a higher affinity (Kd =10nM) [60].  RvD2 has three hydroxyl groups in addition to its 

polar head group. These hydroxyls are distributed over the length of the molecule, 

increasing the potential for hydrogen bonding for this ligand. NAGly and RvD2 both 

have four double bonds in the middle of their structures, but the four cis homoallylic 

double bonds in NAGly are separated by methylene carbons (like most 

endocannabinoids), while the four double bonds in RvD2 are conjugated (see Figure 22).  

Moreover, the last five carbons at the end of NAGly are connected by single 

bonds; RvD2 again is constrained by a cis double bond in this region. Earlier studies [88] 
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have shown that the rotational energy barrier for rotation about sp3-sp2 single bond is 

low (i.e., for E ≤ 1.0 kcal/mol). The result is a molecular region that can adopt many 

different conformations. Conversely, saturated carbon acyl chains (like the NAGly tail) 

have an energy barrier for rotation about sp3-sp3 single bonds that is higher (i.e., for E ≥ 

3.0 kcal/mol), which results in confining these carbons to trans (±180°) or gauche (±60°) 

configurations. As a result, saturated fatty acids are much less flexible and favor more 

extended conformations. Alternatively, regions containing homoallylic double bonds 

have a high degree of flexibility and end to curve in this region and form folded 

structures. Reports also show that the conjugated parts of an acyl chain introduce stiffness 

into the structure so that it is challenging to adopt an extended conformation. Using the 

same protocol as described earlier, our conformational studies on NAGly and RvD2 

revealed that RvD2 (either protonated or unprotonated head group) adopts predominantly 

only ―question mark‖ shapes, while NAGly adopts mainly two J-shaped (head group 

close to separated double bonds) and  U-shaped (tail comes close to head group). 

Our dock of the global minimum energy conformer of NAGly in the GPR18 

active model is illustrated in Figure 28. The carboxylic head group in NAGly forms a 

strong hydrogen bond with positively charged residue R2.60. The flexibility of the 

homoallylic double bonds region of NAGly allows it to easily break the interaction of 

M7.42 and F6.48 in the toggle switch area. As previously mentioned, it is necessary for 

an agonist to intervene in the toggle switch residue interaction and help to F6.48 (1 

gauche plus  trans) transition. 
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Figure 28. Docking of NAGly (Pink) Inside the GPR18. Orange Dashed Line is Showing 

Hydrogen Bonding with R2.60 (Cyan) and No Interaction with R5.42 (Cyan). Toggle 

Switch Residues (M7.42 and F6.48) are Contoured at Their VdW Radius in Blue. Color 

Codes for the Helices are TMH1 (Red), TMH2 (Orange), TMH3 (Yellow), TMH4 (Light 

Green), TMH5 (Dark Green) and TMH7 (Dark Blue). 

 

RvD2 also has a carboxylic head group, which easily finds R2.60 for hydrogen 

binding, but it also has two hydroxyl groups which makes it more possible for RvD2 to 

have hydrogen binding with the other positively charged residue in the binding crevice, 

R5.42. However, although the carbonyl chain tail of RvD2 is smaller than NAGly, it is 

still used for the intervening interaction of M7.42 and the F6.48 toggle switch (see Figure 

29). 
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Figure 29. Docking of RvD2 (Pink) Inside the GPR18. Orange Dashed Line is Showing 

Hydrogen Bonding with R2.60 and R5.42 (Cyan). Toggle Switch Residues (M7.42 and 

F6.48) are Contoured at Their VdW Radius in Blue. Color Codes for the Helices are 

TMH1 (Red), TMH2 (Orange), TMH3 (Yellow), TMH4 (Light Green), TMH5 (Dark 

Green) and TMH7 (Dark Blue). 

 

Unlike the global minimum energy conformer of S4, the global min of S5 has no 

internal hydrogen bond, because the benzyl group is attached to the pyrazole nitrogen 

closest to a resorcinol hydroxyl group. Because this H bond interaction is lacking, the 

most stable arrangement for the resorcinol and pyrazole rings is perpendicular to each 

other. The benzyl group points down from the pyrazole ring, with its phenyl ring 

adopting an angle that mimics that of the resorcinol ring. Unlike S4, which adopts an 

elongated conformation, S5 is relatively compact, occupying less space in the binding 
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pocket. Figure 32 illustrates the S5/GPR18 R* complex. One resorcinol hydroxyl oxygen 

in S5 hydrogen bonds with R5.42 (O-N distance = 3.3 Å; NHO angle =161°). R2.60 

hydrogen bonds with the pyrazole ring N2 position in S5 (N-N distance = 3.3 Å; NHN 

angle =148°). The S5 benzyl ring has an aromatic stacking interaction with F6.55 

(centroid to centroid distance = 3.6 Å; angle of 19°).  T3.32 has strong Van der Waals 

interactions with the benzyl and pyrazole rings, while the S5 alkyl chain has a VdW 

interaction with L5.38. 

 

Figure 30. S5 (Light Blue Structure) Docked in R* Model of GPR18. The Hydrogen 

Bond between Resorcinol Ring and R5.42 and R2.60 are Shown with the Yellow Lines. 

The Putative Interaction Residues Highlighted in Pink. Toggle Switch Residues (M7.42 

and F6.48) are Contoured at Their VdW Radius in Brown Color. Color Codes for the 

Helices are TMH1 (Red), TMH2 (Orange), TMH3 (Yellow), TMH4 (Light Green), 

TMH5 (Dark Green), TMH6 (in Cyan) and TMH7 (Dark Blue). 2D Structure of S4 

Inserted in Far Left of the above Picture beside TMH1. 
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Abstract 

 The orphan G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR), GPR18, has been recently 

proposed as a potential member of the cannabinoid family as it recognizes several 

endogenous, phytogenic, and synthetic cannabinoids. Potential therapeutic applications 

for GPR18 include intraocular pressure, metabolic disorders, and cancer. GPR18 has 

been reported to have high constitutive activity, i.e., activation/signaling occurs in the 

absence of an agonist. This activity can be reduced significantly by the A3.39N mutation. 

At the intracellular (IC) ends of transmembrane helices TMH3 and TMH6 in GPCRs, 

typically, a pair of oppositely charged amino acids form a salt bridge called the ―ionic 

lock.‖ Breaking of this salt bridge creates an IC opening for coupling with the G protein. 

mailto:paula.morales@iqm.csic.es
mailto:phreggio@uncg.edu
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The GPR18 ―ionic lock‖ residues (R3.50/S6.33) can form only a hydrogen bond. In this 

paper, we test the hypothesis that the high constitutive activity of GPR18 is due to the 

weakness of its ―ionic lock‖ and that the A3.39N mutation strengthens this lock. To this 

end, we report molecular dynamics simulations of wild-type GPR18 and the A3.39N 

mutant in fully hydrated phosphatidylcholine lipid bilayers. Results suggest that in the 

A3.39N mutant, TMH6 rotates and brings R3.50 and S6.33 closer together, thus 

strengthening the GPR18 ―ionic lock.‖ 

Keywords: GPR18; cannabinoids; homology model; G protein-coupled receptor; 

constitutive activity; molecular dynamics  

Introduction 

GPR18 is an orphan cannabinoid-like receptor that belongs to the class A family 

of G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs). GPR18 is highly expressed in the central 

nervous system and lymphoid tissues, and it displays high constitutive activity in cells. Its 

modulation has been associated with numerous physiopathological processes, such as 

cellular migration, immunomodulation, sperm physiology, cardiac physiology, obesity, 

intraocular pressure, pain, and cancer, among others [32,33,37,43,89]. 

The lipid derivative, N-arachidonoyl glycine (NAGly), has been proposed as the 

putative endogenous ligand for this receptor [26,31,50]. Likewise, the endogenous 

polyunsaturated fatty acid metabolite, Resolvin D2 (RvD2), implicated in inflammatory 

processes, has also been reported to target GPR18 [60]. Nonetheless, the International 

Union of Pharmacology (IUPHAR) still categorizes GPR18 as an orphan GPCR due to 
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the lack of consistency amongst reports [45,46] and the existence of limited in vivo 

evidence [90–92]. 

GPR18 shows relatively low sequence homology with the cannabinoid receptors 

type 1 and type 2, CB1 and CB2 (~13% and 8%), yet a subset of endogenous, 

phytogenic, and synthetic cannabinoid ligands have been shown to modulate GPR18 

[92]. This fact has prompted numerous studies to understand the relationship between 

GPR18 and the endocannabinoid system, which comprises the CB1 and CB2 receptors; 

endogenous ligands, anandamide, and 2-arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG); their associated 

enzymes; and transporter.  

GPR18 signaling pathways are still not fully explored due to the lack of 

pharmacological tools, challenging heterologous expression, and high intracellular 

receptor expression [32,47]. Coupling to Gαi/o and Gαq has been reported for GPR18 

[26,31,33,50,63], whereas GPR18 did not couple to other G proteins tested, including 

Gαs, Gαz, and Gα15 [46]. Several research groups have found that GPR18 has high 

constitutive activity [32,47]. For instance, Glass and coworkers observed that the 

introduction of an A3.39N mutation triggered a reduction in constitutive activity, as well 

as a higher steady-state surface receptor expression [47]. The role of the residue located 

at position 3.39 has been suggested to be relevant at the sodium binding pocket and to be 

critical to the control of constitutive activation at specific GPCRs, such as the chemokine 

receptors [93–95]. 

At the intracellular (IC) end of class A GPCRs, an ―ionic lock‖ formed typically 

by R3.50 and D/E6.30 forms a salt bridge that holds the receptor in its inactive state. 
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Breaking of this lock creates an opening to allow coupling with the G protein, i.e., 

signaling. While GPR18 has an arginine at 3.50, it lacks a negatively charged residue at 

the end of TMH6. Instead, GPR18 has a hydrogen bonding residue, S6.33, at this position 

that interacts with R3.50. In this paper, we test the hypothesis that the high constitutive 

activity of GPR18 is due to the weakness of the GPR18 ―ionic lock‖ and that the A3.39N 

mutation strengthens this lock and thereby reduces constitutive activity. To this end, we 

have constructed homology models of wild-type (WT) GPR18 and the A3.39N mutant in 

their inactive states. These models were used to conduct molecular dynamics simulations 

of WT GPR18 and the A3.39N mutant in fully hydrated 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-

3-phosphocholine (POPC) lipid bilayers. Our results suggest that the presence of N3.39 

can lead (via changes in the sodium binding pocket) to a TMH6 rotation that brings 

R3.50 and S6.33 closer together, thus strengthening the ―ionic lock‖ in the A3.39N 

mutant and reducing constitutive activity. 

These molecular modeling studies provide structural insights into GPR18 and its 

activation. Knowledge gained in the present study should provide a structural basis for 

mutation studies of GPR18 and the development of novel ligands for GPR18. 

Results and Discussion 

GPR18 Model Development  

Our GPR18 homology model of GPR18 was constructed using the X-ray crystal 

structure of the delta opioid receptor (DOR) at a 1.8 Å resolution as a template (PDB 

identifier: 4N6H). The rationale for the choice of template is provided in the Methods 

section. Upon mutation of the crystal template, the initial model was refined based on 
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sequence divergences between GPR18 (Figure 31) and the DOR crystal structure. 

Conformational differences in specific transmembrane helices were investigated using 

the simulated annealing/Monte Carlo (MC) conformational analysis method of 

conformational memories (CM) as described in the Methods. 

 

Figure 31. Helix Net of the Human GPR18 Sequence. Among Class A GPCRs, the Most 

Highly Conserved Residue in Each Helix is Colored Blue. GPR18 Has a Proline at P3.36, 

it Lacks the Highly Conserved Proline at Position 7.50, Bearing a Valine at That Position 

Instead. A Key Disulfide Bridge between the Extracellular Loop 2 (EC-2) and the top of 

TMH3 is Indicated by a Double Headed Arrow. Black Arrowheads Indicate Specific 

Residue Numbers in the GPR18 Sequence (Absolute and Ballesteros-Weinstein 

Numbering). 
 

TMH3. In the GPR18 sequence, there is a P3.36 in TMH3 (transmembrane helix 

3) that is unique. Since the presence of a proline introduces a kink in the helix (well 
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documented in previous reports) [75], the CM method was used to explore the possible 

conformational space of TMH3. To achieve this goal, an initial regular α-helix was built, 

and then variations around the proline kink region were introduced. This region includes 

the residues from P3.36 to T3.32. The range of variations was −120° < φ < 40°, −70° < ψ 

< 0°, and −160° < ω < 160°. These values were extracted from the Protein Data Bank 

[66]. Finally, the 103 structures generated by CM were superimposed from P3.36 to 

Q3.56. Results were compared with the template. Although TMH3 in the DOR crystal 

structure lacks a P3.36 (M3.36 instead), it is bent in this region with an average bend 

angle of 16.5°, calculated using the ProKink program [96]. This bend is structurally 

explained by the presence of T3.38 in a gauche minus (g
−
 = 0° < χ1 < 120°) dihedral. 

Average Ser/Thr kinks measured in alpha helices are usually around 12° [76]. CM 

outputs suggested that GPR18 TMH3 with its P3.36 has a proline kink angle of 16.8°, 

similar in magnitude to the Ser/Thr induced bend in TMH7 of DOR. 

TMH7. GPR18 lacks the TMH7 NPXXY motif. Instead, it has DVXXY. Prolines 

are hinge residues capable of bending helices at specific positions [96]. It may seem that 

the lack of P7.50 will lead to a straight helix. However, our conformational studies led us 

to the observations detailed below. On one hand, incorporating a straight TMH7 in the 

TMH bundle created an empty space on the extracellular (EC) side of the bundle that 

cannot be filled by EC loops (specifically EC2 and 3), allowing more water to enter the 

orthosteric binding pocket than would be expected for a GPCR that binds lipid-like 

ligands. Second, a straight TMH7 changes the position of some key residues. For 

example, N7.43 is typically a binding pocket residue, but if TMH7 is straight, its Cα 
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position will face the lipid. Residue 7.39 (T7.39) has been found in several GPCRs to be 

a ligand interaction site, and therefore, normally, 7.39 is more accessible to the binding 

crevice. However, in a straight TMH7 helix, T7.39 faces towards TMH1 and away from 

the typical ligand binding pocket. Finally, in a straight TMH7, Y7.53 deviates from its 

normal position in the sodium binding pocket [95] (the region with polar residues, 

including N1.50, D2.50, S3.39, N7.49, and Y7.53, that are coordinating directly with 

sodium ion or water molecules). 

While TMH7 lacks a proline at 7.50, there are other residues in TMH7 that may 

induce a helix distortion/hinge similar to a proline. Ballesteros et al. [76] showed that 

serines and threonines in alpha helices could act as hinge residues. The bending produced 

by each of these residues is produced by an intrahelical hydrogen bond between the 

backbone carbonyl oxygen (at position i-4 for an alpha helix and i-3 for a 3/10 helix) and 

the O atom of the Ser or Thr in a χ1 g- dihedral. In GPR18 TMH7, residues S7.45 and 

T7.46 deserve particular attention because of their close location to the common P7.50 in 

other GPCRs. Therefore, we used the CM method to explore the effect of S7.45 and 

T7.46 on TMH7 conformations. This study explored g
−
 /g

+
, g

+
/g

−
, and g

−
/g

−
 combinations 

of S7.45 and T7.46, respectively, by variation of the χ1 dihedral of these two residues to 

the chosen value. The variation range was the same as that used for the proline kink in 

TMH3 for the φ, ψ, and ω dihedrals. Altogether, the g
−
/g

−
 combination mimicked best the 

kink produced by P7.50 in DOR. Among the low-free energy TMH7 conformers obtained 

using CM, the TMH7 helix that fit in the bundle without van der Waals overlaps with 

residues on other TMHs was selected for the GPR18 model. This TMH7 has a helix bend 
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angle of 14.4°, a wobble angle of −16.2°, and a face shift of 26.4° at S7.45 and has a 

helix bend angle of 15.7°, a wobble angle of −106.5°, and a face shift of 32.6° at T7.46.  

GPR18 Activation. The binding of an agonist and subsequent receptor activation 

is accompanied by significant conformational changes in the receptor inactive state 

structure. Constitutively activated GPCRs do not need the presence of an agonist to 

achieve the active state (R*). The main structural changes that define the R* bundle occur 

in the cytoplasmic end of the receptor. One of the crucial features is the outward 

movement of TMH6 from the receptor core. This movement causes the breakage of the 

―ionic lock‖ (R3.50 and S6.33 interaction, further detailed below), increasing the distance 

between the IC ends of TMH6 and TMH3. This movement generates an intracellular 

opening that allows G-protein interaction. P6.50 determines the flexible hinge region that 

mediates the transition from R to R* [97]. To create our activated bundle from the 

GPR18 inactive state R model, a CM analysis was performed in the hinge region of P6.50 

to V6.46. From the obtained outputs, a less kinked TMH6 conformer (bend angle: 22°) 

was selected for TMH6 in the R* state model. This TMH6 conformer pulls away from 

the TMH bundle on the IC side, ensuring that the TMH3-TMH6 ―ionic lock‖ is broken. 

The resultant bundle was then minimized as described in the Methods section. 

Ionic Lock and Toggle Switch. TMH6 plays an essential role in the transition 

between the inactive and activated states. When the receptor is activated, the intracellular 

end of TMH6 moves away from the transmembrane helix bundle, opening an 

intracellular space for coupling with the G protein. This mechanism is mediated by two 

important switches that are common between TMH3 and 6. The first one is the ―ionic 
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lock‖ at the IC ends of TMH3 and TMH6. In most class A GPCRs, the ―ionic lock‖ is a 

salt bridge between R3.50 and D/E6.30. In GPR18, the ionic lock is actually a stable 

hydrogen bond formed between R3.50 and S6.33 (O-N distance = 2.9 Å; NH-O angle of 

164). The role of the ―ionic lock‖ is to limit the relative mobility of the cytoplasmic ends 

of TMH3/6 in the inactive state, and by disruption in the active state, leads to the 

formation of an opening at the bottom of the receptor into which the G-protein inserts its 

α-5 helix to couple with the receptor.  

A second key structural feature is the ―toggle switch.‖ The toggle switch is a pair 

(trio or quartet) of residues, one of which is W/F6.48 (of the CWXP flexible hinge motif) 

and the other(s), is (are) typically an aromatic or bulky residue that forms an interaction 

or stack with W/F6.48, stabilizing it in a χ1 = g+ conformation. In GPR18, the toggle 

switch is formed by F6.48, M7.42, and H6.52 and Y3.55 (see Figure 32). When an 

agonist enters the GPR18 binding pocket, it triggers a F6.48 χ1 change from g+ to trans. 

This conformational change straightens TMH6 and breaks the ionic lock. Since 

antagonists/inverse agonists stabilize the inactive state of the receptor, an antagonist/ 

inverse agonist should block the F6.48 χ1 transition from g+ to trans, thus keeping 

GPR18 in its inactive state. The highly conserved F6.44XXCWXPXF6.52 motif is 

replaced by V6.44XXCFXPXH6.52 in GPR18. Moreover, the lack of a bulky residue, 

like M3.36 (in GPR55), or a F3.36 (like CB1 and CB2) [78] directly across from F6.48 

makes it difficult to control the toggle switch in GPR18. Since there is a P3.36 at this 

position, there is much room for F6.48 to change its χ1 conformation from g+ to trans. 
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Figure 32. The Toggle Switch in GPR18 R State. M7.42/F6.48 and Y3.35/F6.48 

Interactions (Blue Dashed Line) Keep the F6.48 χ1 Angle in a g+ Rotamer, Which 

Retains the H6.52 χ1 in g+ in the Inactive State (R) Model. Key Residues are Highlighted 

in Magenta Thin Tubes. 

 

Our GPR18 model suggests that Y3.35 and M7.42 directly, and H6.52 indirectly, 

participate in the GPR18 toggle switch. The current model shows that M7.42 packs the 

terminal CD methyl carbon against the aromatic ring face of F6.48 by interacting through 

a favorable Met/aromatic interaction to hold F6.48 in its χ1 = g+ dihedral (M7.42 CG, 

SD, and CE atom distances to the centroid of F6.48 are 4.26 Å, 5.01 Å, and 3.93 Å, 

respectively). Also, Y3.35 presents an aromatic face to the aromatic edge of F6.48 in a 

tight tilted-T aromatic stack (centroid to centroid distance = 5.2 Å; angle of 58°). H6.52 

is i + 4 to F6.48 and is sterically required to switch trans synergistically when F6.48 

undergoes the χ1 g+ to trans rotameric change (Figure 33). These residues are also in a 

tilted-T aromatic stack (centroid to centroid distance = 5.99 Å; angle of 75.9°). Taken 

together, our model predicts that an antagonist should promote M7.42 to pack against 
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F6.48. An antagonist could also hold H6.52 in a χ1 = g+ to promote antagonism. 

However, an agonist could insert between Y3.35 and F6.48, while moving M7.42 away 

from F6.48. 

 

Figure 33. The Toggle Switch in the Activated State. The M7.42/F6.48 and Y3.35/F6.48 

interactions have broken, causing the F6.48 χ1 to switch to a trans rotamer. This 

synergistically leads H6.52 to adopt a χ1 trans conformation in the R* model. Key 

residues are highlighted in magenta thin tubes. 

 

Molecular Dynamics: Structural Insights into Its Constitutive Activation  

GPR18 is a highly constitutively active receptor that produces low cell surface 

expression [47]. A GPR18 A3.39(108)N mutant has been reported to reduce this 

constitutively cycling phenotype, resulting in higher steady-state surface receptor 

expression [47]. As a test of our newly developed GPR18 models, we undertook a study 

of the effects of an A3.39(108)N mutation on the ability of the mutant to activate. To do 
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this, we performed molecular dynamics simulations of (1) the wild-type (WT) GPR18 

inactive state and (2) the mutant A3.93(102)N inactive state. Each inactive state model 

was embedded in a fully hydrated 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 

(POPC) lipid bilayer, and each was simulated for 700 ns, with the first 100 ns required 

for equilibration. Full details of MD simulations are provided in the Molecular Dynamics 

(MD) section. In these simulations, helix8 was placed parallel to the plane of the 

membrane at the lipid/water interface. Also, a sodium ion was positioned in the putative 

sodium ion binding site to stabilize the inactive state of the receptor. The role of sodium 

ions inside the GPCRs has been well documented [95,97–99]. 

 

Figure 34. RMSD vs. Simulation Time Plots for the WT GPR18 R State (Black) and the 

A3.93N Mutant R State (Red) [72]. The RMSD Levels out by 100 ns in Both 

Simulations. So, the first 100 ns Correspond to the Equilibration Phase and the Next 600 

ns are Considered Production. 
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Ability to Maintain “Ionic Lock” and Arginine Cage. The RMSD (root mean 

square deviation) plots for the WT (black) and A3.39N mutant [72] are shown in Figure 

3. The WT system shows gradual fluctuations and quick stabilization with a final RMSD 

less than an average of 2.5 Å, while the A3.39N mutant also shows gradual fluctuations 

and quick stabilization with a final RMSD less than an average of 2.0 Å. Figure 35 

illustrates the heteroatom-to-heteroatom distance for the R3.50-S6.33 ―ionic lock‖ pair 

for the WT (black) and A3.93N [72] trajectories. The green line in Figure 4 marks the 

maximum heteroatom-to-heteroatom distance for a hydrogen bond to exist (3.2 Å). Points 

along the trajectory where the plot falls under the green lines are regions where the 

R3.50/S6.33 hydrogen bond is formed. As the molecular dynamics (MD) results in 

Figure 4 show, the ―ionic lock‖ in WT breaks immediately and never re-forms.  

In contrast, the ―ionic lock‖ hydrogen bond for the A3.39N mutant first forms 

around 100 ns and persists to 225 ns; it then ―flickers‖ on and off during the rest of the 

trajectory until very near the end at ~670 ns. The fact that the R3.50-S6.33 hydrogen 

bond in the WT trajectory never re-forms once broken, but the same hydrogen bond in 

the A3.39N mutant forms, breaks, and re-forms over the course of the trajectory is a 

reflection of the strength of the hydrogen bond between a charged and uncharged partner, 

which is not as strong as the R3.50-D/E6.30 salt bridge ―ionic lock‖ found in many 

GPCRs. However, there clearly must be a difference between the IC domains in the WT 

vs. mutant since the mutant manages to form the ―ionic lock‖ at least some of the time. 

Overall, the MD simulations suggest that the WT receptor is extremely constitutively 

active, while the mutant is less so. They also suggest that the A3.39N mutant should 
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show a decrease in basal activity. These two results are consistent with the GPR18 

literature [47]. 

 

Figure 35. Stability of the ―Ionic Lock‖ Over the Course of the WT (Black) and A3.93N 

(Red) Trajectories. The Green Line Shows the Maximum Distance between Heteroatoms 

for a Hydrogen Bond to Exist (3.2 Å). The First 100 ns Correspond to the Equilibration 

Phase. The Next 600 ns are Considered the Production Phase. 

 

It has been proposed that in the inactive state of class A GPCRs, R3.50 is located 

in an ―arginine cage,‖ in which it forms an intra-helical salt bridge interaction with D3.49 

[100]. Figure 36 illustrates plots of the heteroatom to heteroatom distance between R3.50 

and D3.49 for WT GPR18 (black) and the A3.39N mutant (red) [72]. The green line at 

4.0 Å marks the maximum heteroatom-to heteroatom salt bridge distance. This plot 
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shows that an R3.50-D3.49 salt bridge exists for a significant amount of time for the 

mutant, but this salt bridge exists for WT until 200 ns and is afterward broken. 

 

Figure 36. Heteroatom Distance between R3.50 and D3.49 in the WT GPR18 (Black) and 

the A3.39N Mutant (Red). The Green Line at 4 Å Marks the Maximum Salt Bridge 

Distance between Heteroatoms. The First 100 ns Correspond to the Equilibration Phase. 

The Next 600 ns are Considered the Production Phase.  

 

These results suggest that the A3.39N mutant receptor has a more stabilized 

arginine cage than WT. Since R3.50 has to be in a specific position in the arginine cage 

to interact with D3.49, this position may promote R3.50‘s ability to also hydrogen bond 

to S6.33. Figure 37 shows a plot of the average distance between Cα atoms of the last 

five residues on the cytoplasmic side of TMH3 and TMH6 for WT (black) and the 
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A3.39N mutant [72]. As depicted in Figure 6, the distance of the centers of mass of the 

last five cytoplasmic end residues of TMH3 (residues Y3.51 to V(124)) and TMH6 

(residues K6.30 to I6.34) clearly reveals that in the A3.39N mutant receptor, the 

cytoplasmic ends of TMH3 and TMH6 are closer during the course of the trajectory than 

those of the WT receptor. In fact, after 200 ns, the bottom of the WT receptor appears to 

be opened, suggesting that it has activated. The tendency of the WT receptor to have its 

ionic lock broken and the TMH3 and TMH6 IC ends to move away from one another is 

consistent with the very high constitutive activity reported for GPR18 [47]. 

 

Figure 37. Average Distance between Cα Atoms of the Last Five Cytoplasmic Residues 

in TMH3 (Y3.51 to V(124) and TMH6 (K6.30 to I6.34) in Wild Type GPR18 WT 

(Black) and the A3.39N Mutant (Red). The First 100 ns Correspond to the Equilibration 

Phase. The Next 600 ns are Considered the Production Phase. 
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The Sodium Binding Pocket. To explain the relationship between the A3.39N 

mutation and GPR18 constitutive activity, the position of A3.39 in the two simulations 

previously described were analyzed. Results from prior studies have shown that in many 

GPCRs, sodium ions stabilize the inactive state of the receptor by interacting with two 

highly conserved residues, D2.50 and S3.39, and three water molecules [95]. 

Interestingly, the GPR18 sequence is different from most class A GPCRs in this region as 

it lacks the highly conserved polar residue, S3.39 (WT GPR18 has an A3.39 instead). The 

second important difference in the GPR18 sequence is that unlike 86% of class A 

GPCRs, GPR18 lacks the NPXXY motif in TMH7 (N7.49-Y7.53). Instead, it has 

DVXXY (D7.49-Y7.53). The presence of a negatively charged residue, D7.49, instead of 

a neutral one, N7.49, and the lack of a polar residue, like S3.39, might cause a shift of the 

sodium ion position toward the cytoplasmic end of the receptor by coordination with two 

aspartic acid residues, D2.50 and D7.49 (instead of D2.50 and S3.39). These drastic 

sequence differences in the sodium binding pocket region indicate that it is more likely 

that the sodium ion is located in a lower place than typically observed in other receptors. 

Our MD results support this hypothesis. The distance between the sodium ion and the Cα 

atom of N3.39 in the A3.39N mutant is shorter than the distance between the sodium ion 

and the Cα atom of A3.39 in WT (Figures 38 and 39). 
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Figure 38. The Distance between the Sodium Ion and N3.39
 
in the A3.39N Mutant (Red) 

[72] and A3.39 in WT (Black). The First 100 ns Correspond to the Equilibration Phase. 

The Next 600 ns are Considered the Production Phase. 

 

 

Figure 39. The Distance between the Sodium Ion and N1.50 in the A3.39N Mutant (Red) 

[72] and WT GPR18 (Black). The First 100 ns Correspond to the Equilibration Phase. 

The Next 600 ns are Considered the Production Phase. 
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On the other hand, the distance between the Cα atom of N1.50 and the sodium ion 

increased in the A3.39N mutant (Figures 7B, 8). Therefore, the sodium ion has moved 

toward the EC side in the A3.39N mutant; this is due to the hydrophilicity of residue 

N3.39, which contributes more to binding to the sodium ion than the WT hydrophobic 

residue (A3.39) would contribute. The sodium ion is pulled approximately 3.0 Å up 

towards the EC region of the receptor (Figure 40). 

 

Figure 40. Comparison of the Sodium Ion (Magenta Sphere) Position in the WT Bundle 

(Yellow) and A3.39N Bundle (Green). The Lower Sodium Ion is Its Position in the WT 

Receptor (Yellow Bundle); While the Upper Sodium Ion Position is That in the A3.39N 

Mutant (Green Bundle). The Red Arrow Shows the Shift of the Sodium Ion Position 

towards the EC Side of the Receptor. Key Residues are Highlighted in Light Blue. 

 

The other important aspect of the unique sodium ion binding pocket in GPR18 is 

the conformation of D7.49. MD results after 100 ns show that in the WT receptor, the 

D7.49 χ1 torsion tends to adopt a g
−
 rotamer conformation (+55°, average), instead of a 

typical g+ rotamer conformation (Figure 41). This is because in the WT system, two 
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negatively charged residues, D2.50 and D7.49, are strong enough to pull the sodium ion 

down below the D7.49 carboxylic group side chain. Thus, the ideal conformation in the 

WT receptor for D7.49 to easily access the sodium ion and directly interact with it is a  

χ1 = g
−
 conformation (Figure 42, Movie S1). Conversely, the A3.39N mutant simulations 

show that D7.49 retains its g+ conformation (−55° on average) (Figure 41). Since in the 

A3.39N mutant the sodium moves up (because of the presence of N3.39, Figure 40), the 

carboxylic acid group of D7.49 follows the ion upward so that they can interact, with the 

D7.49 assuming a g+ χ1 value (Figure 43, Movie S3). The detailed analysis shows that 

D7.49 can form an additional important inter-helical hydrogen bond with Q6.43 in the 

A3.39N mutant (Figure 43, Movie S3). In contrast, this inter-helical hydrogen bond is 

broken in the WT bundle (Figure 42, Movie S1). 

 

Figure 41. χ1 Rotamer Conformational Change in D7.49 in WT GPR18 (Black) and the 

A3.39N Mutant (Red) [72] Due to Sodium ion Movement. The First 100 ns Correspond 

to the Equilibration Phase. The Next 600 ns are Considered the Production Phase. 
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Figure 42. WT GPR18 Bundle. The Sodium Ion (Magenta Sphere) is Coordinated 

Between D7.49, D2.50, and N1.50 (Highlighted in Light Blue Tubes). To Achieve This, 

D7.49 Needs to Break its Hydrogen Bond with Q6.43. 

 

 

Figure 43. A3.39N Mutant Bundle. The Sodium Ion (Magenta Sphere) is Coordinated 

Between D7.49, D2.50, N1.50, and N3.39 (Highlighted in Light Blue Tubes) so That it is 

Possible for D7.49 to Keep the Hydrogen Bond with Q6.43 (Yellow Dashed Line). 
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The graphs in Figure 44 compare the heteroatom to heteroatom distances for the 

Q6.43-D7.49 pair. As shown in Figure 44, during the equilibration (first 100 ns), the 

distance is small enough for a hydrogen bond to exist between the two residues in the WT 

receptor (black line), which corresponds to the time frame in which D7.49 changes its 

conformation (Figure 41, black line). Past 100 ns, the WT distance is too great for a 

hydrogen bond to exist. In contrast, this distance is frequently below the maximum for a 

hydrogen bond in the A3.39N mutant. 

 

Figure 44. Heteroatom to Heteroatom Distance Between Residues Q6.43 and D7.49 in 

WT GPR18 (Black) and the A3.39N Mutant (Red) [72]. The First 100 ns Correspond to 

the Equilibration Phase. The Next 600 ns are Considered the Production Phase. The 

Green Line Corresponds to 3.2 Å, the Maximum Distance to be Considered a Hydrogen 

Bond. 

 

Our MD simulations show that there is a strong relation between the Q6.43 to 

D7.49 hydrogen bond and the R3.50 to S6.33 ―ionic lock‖ interaction. Even though 
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glutamines are neutral, polar residues, based on our GPR18 model, Q6.43 is positioned so 

that it faces the lipid side of TMH6 (Figure 45).  

 

Figure 45. Position of Q6.43 in the GPR18 R Model (Highlighted in Purple Thin Tubes). 

 

Comparison of the Q6.43 sequence position with the corresponding residue in 

other class A GPCRs shows that the amino acids at this position are either non-polar 

residues (such as Val in CB1 and CB2, Ala in rhodopsin, Leu in adenosine A2A receptor) 

or small polar residues (like Thr in the β2-adrenergic receptor, or Ser in the formyl 

peptide receptor 2). Thus, having a long polar residue, like the glutamine, along with 

D7.49, is unique in the GPR18 sequence. MD trajectories reveal that Q6.43 plays an 

essential role in the activation of the receptor in the absence of an agonist (i.e., 

constitutive activation). The driving force is the presence of the amide hydrophilic polar 
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side chain of Q6.43 inside the hydrophobic non-polar acyl chain region of the 

phospholipid bilayer. As it can be seen in the trajectories, right after starting the 

simulation, Q6.43 tends to interact with nearby polar residues. Hydrogen bonding with 

D7.49 is the best and shortest way to do this. However, in the wild type system, this 

interaction is broken soon after the conformational change of the D7.49 χ1 from g+ to g
−
 

(Figure 13A, Movie S1). This change leads to an active state bundle, which can hardly be 

seen in empty GPCR simulations (Movie S2). Our results suggest that the rotameric 

change of the D7.49 χ1 from g+ to g
−
 in the WT receptor causes the hydrogen bond 

between D7.49 and Q6.43 to break, which ultimately leads to a clockwise movement of 

TMH6 (from a top view) which breaks the weak ionic lock between R3.50/S6.33 (Figure 

46). 

Conversely, in the A3.39N mutant receptor, the formation of the Q6.43/D7.49 

hydrogen bond causes a counter-clockwise rotation (from the top view) of TMH6. This 

rotation brings S6.33 close enough to R3.50 to form an ―ionic lock‖ hydrogen bond 

(Figure 47, Movie S3). These results are in agreement with the experimental data that 

show unusually high constitutive activity for GPR18 and reduced constitutive activity for 

the A3.39N mutant [47]. 
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Figure 46. Configuration of the Important Residues (Highlighted in Light Blue Tubes) 

Involved in Our Proposed Activation Mechanism of GPR18. As D7.49 Moves Toward 

the Sodium Ion (Magenta Sphere) by Shifting its χ1 from g
+
 to g

−
, the Hydrogen Bond 

Between Q6.43 and D7.49 is Broken. This Leads to a Clockwise Movement (Yellow 

Arrow) of TMH6, Which Pulls it Away from TMH3 and Prevents the Formation of the 

R3.50/S6.33 ―Ionic Lock‖ in the WT Receptor. 
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Figure 47. Configuration of the Important Residues (Highlighted in Light Blue Tubes) 

Involved in the Proposed Activation Mechanism in the A3.39N Mutant. Hydrogen 

Bonding Occurs Between Q6.43 and D7.49 (Yellow Dashed Line) Due to the Sodium Ion 

Position (Magenta Sphere). This is Facilitated by a Counter-clockwise Movement 

(Yellow Arrow) of TMH6. This Movement Facilitates the Formation of the ―Ionic Lock‖ 

Hydrogen Bond Between R3.50/S6.33 (Yellow Dashed Line) in the A3.39N Mutant 

Receptor. 

 

Other Structural Features That May Contribute to High Constitutive 

Activity of WT GPR18. Further evidence of GPR18′s tendency to activate can be 

observed in the activated state model we developed. The first evidence is the quality of 

the ionic lock in GPR18, which is formed between R3.50 and S6.33. The ionic lock keeps 

TMH3 and TMH6 close at their IC ends and precludes G-protein interaction. In many 

other class A GPCRs, this interaction is formed between two charged amino acids, R3.50 

and D/E6.30. The interaction between a positively charged residue (arginine) and a 

negatively charged aspartic/glutamic acid is stronger than the interaction between the 

arginine and a polar neutral residue, like serine. Indeed, the ―ionic lock‖ interaction in 
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GPR18 is a hydrogen bond. Thus, it could be expected that this interaction in GPR18 

could be easily broken. The second reason is the presence of bulky residues at the right 

top of the ionic lock. In the current GPR18 model, two isoleucines are located at the same 

level on TMH3 and TMH6 in the GPR18 bundle (see Figure 48). These residues may 

play an important role in the movement of TMH6. Several studies have suggested that 

residues at the relative positions of 3.46 and 6.37 play critical roles in GPCR activation 

[101]. Since these two residues are positioned above the ionic lock, the contacts between 

them might help to break the weak R3.50/S6.33 interaction in GPR18. 

 

Figure 48. Presence of Two Bulky Residues, I3.46 and I6.37 (Magenta Residues in Van 

Der Waals), Above the Ionic Lock Residues, R3.50/S6.33 (in Magenta Tubes), Makes it 

More Difficult to Form a Hydrogen Bond in the WT Receptor.  
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Similar structural features have been previously observed in other highly 

constitutively active receptors. The constitutive activity of GPCRs can be intensely 

affected by the sodium concentration, as well as by mutations in sodium-coordinating 

residues. For instance, in the chemokine receptors, mutation of key conserved residues 

related to the sodium pocket, including 2.50, 3.39, 7.45, and 7.49, have been shown to 

reduce the constitutive activity [93–95]. In this way, an A3.39S mutation in GPR18 may 

provide a broader mechanistic perspective of this orphan receptor. 

Materials and Methods 

Amino Acid Numbering System 

The Ballesteros–Weinstein numbering system for GPCR residues is used in this 

paper. This system is based on assigning the label, 0.50, to the most highly conserved 

amino acid in class A GPCRs for each TMH [67]. The TMH number precedes the label. 

In this system, for example, the most highly conserved residue in TMH4 is 4.50. The 

residue before this would be labeled 4.49, and the one placed immediately after this 

would be labeled 4.51. A residue in loops or the N- and C-termini are designated with its 

absolute sequence number. 

Receptor Model Development 

A homology model of GPR18 was constructed using the X-ray crystal structure of 

the delta opioid receptor (DOR) at a 1.8 A° resolution as a template (PDB identifier: 

4N6H). The DOR was chosen as the template because it has 26% sequence homology 

(similarity) with GPR18, has an analogous sodium binding pocket region, and has a key 

disulfide bridge between TMH3 and the EC-2 loop. Sequence similarities include key 
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cysteines in the EC-2 loop (C(172) in GPR18; C(198) in DOR) that form a disulfide 

bridge with C3.25 on TMH3 (residues shown by the double-headed arrow in Figure 31). 

This disulfide bridge helps limit the conformational flexibility of the EC-2 loop and 

stabilizes its structure.  

The GPR18 sequence was first aligned with the sequences of the Rho, CB1, CB2, 

DOR, β2-AR, and S1P1 receptors using the highly conserved class A GPCR 

residues/motifs as alignment guides (TMH 1 N1.50, TMH2 D2.50, TMH3 DRY motif 

from D3.49 to Y3.51, TMH4 W4.50, TMH5 P5.50, TMH 6 CWXP motif from C6.47 to 

P6.50 (blue residues in Figure 31), and TMH7 NPXXY motif from N7.49 to Y7.53). 

Based on this alignment, the DOR model was then mutated to the human GPR18 

sequence. Two important motif variations in the human GPR18 sequence compared to 

other GPCRs in the alignment are (1) the presence of an F at position 6.48 in the TMH6 

CWXP motif instead of W6.48, and (2) TMH7 motif variations with the GPR18 sequence 

being DVXXY vs. the common TMH7 motif, NPXXY. Also, one critical residue 

difference in the GPR18 sequence is the presence of a proline in TMH3 at residue 3.36. 

The presence of this proline may bend TMH3. To explore these possible sequence-

dictated conformational deviations, we employed the combined Monte Carlo (MC) and 

simulated annealing (SA) technique, conformational memories (CM). CM allows an 

exploration of the flexibility introduced by helix bending residues, such as proline, and 

outputs a set of low free energy helix conformations from which a new helix conformer 

can be chosen. 

 

III I 
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Conformational Memories Technique for Calculating TMH Conformations 

Conformational memories is a simulated annealing/Monte Carlo (MC) 

conformational analysis method that can be used to explore the sequence dictated range 

of conformations available at biological temperatures (310 K) for a TMH. Key sequence 

divergences between the template and GPR18 were explored using CM. This technique 

has been previously validated in the development of GPCR models [68–70]. In this 

method, the conformational consequences of helix-bending residues were extensively and 

effectively explored in two separate phases. In the exploratory phase, the starting 

temperature for the simulated annealing (SA) was 3000 K, with cooling to 310 K in 18 

temperature steps. At each temperature, 50,000 MC steps were applied. With each step, 

two dihedral angles and one bond angle were varied in the range of ±180 for dihedrals 

and of ±8 for bond angles. In the biased sampling phase, CM explores only regions that 

were highly populated in the first phase. The starting temperature was 749.4 K, with 

cooling in nine temperature steps to 310 K. At each temperature, 50,000 MC steps were 

applied. All calculations were performed using a distance-dependent dielectric and the 

PARAM22 force field [71–73] without CMAP corrections [74]. 

Modeling of the EC and IC Loop Conformations of the Receptor and the N- and C-

Termini 

 

The DOR crystal structure has its EC-2 loop splayed out, providing water 

molecules with free access to the binding crevice. Since the GPR18 endogenous ligands 

are lipid-derived, GPR18 ligands likely enter via the lipid bilayer [102]. As a result, the 

EC loops and the N-terminus likely shield the receptor binding pocket from water. 

Therefore, the GPR18 EC loops and N-terminus were modeled so that they would shield 
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the binding site from water. As Figure 31 shows, the EC-2 is the longest GPR18 loop 

(L(159)-V(184)), and it includes C(172), which likely forms a disulfide bridge with 

C3.25, providing some structural stability. MODELLER 8.2 [103–105] was used to 

generate the N terminus (Met(1) to Pro(18)) and the IC and EC loops (IC-1: Thr(51) to 

Thr(55), IC-2: Pro(126) to Lys(133), IC-3: His(216) to Val(226), EC-1: Glu(86) to 

Gly(90), EC-2: Leu(159) to Val(184), EC-3: Thr(259) to Tyr(264)). A limited distance 

between Cys(172) and Cys3.25 was placed in the EC-2 loop calculation so that the highly 

conserved disulfide bridge was preserved. The final loops were energy minimized to a 

gradient of 0.05 kJ/mol.Å with 2500 maximum iterations using the generalized 

born/surface area (GB/SA) continuum solvation model for water and the OPLS3 [81–83] 

force field in MacroModel 10.7.014 (Schrödinger Release 2017-4: MacroModel, 

Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, USA, 2017), while the TMH region was frozen. 

Receptor Minimization 

The resultant model was energy minimized using the protocol previously reported 

in our lab [45]. The minimization protocol used the OPLS3 [81–83] all-atom force field 

in MacroModel (Schrödinger 2017-4: MacroModel, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, 

USA, 2017). An extended Van der Waals cutoff (8.0 Å, updated every 10 steps), a 20.0 Å 

electrostatic cutoff, and a 4.0 Å hydrogen bond cutoff were used in each stage of the 

calculation. 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) 

The wild type and mutant GPR18 models were oriented with respect to the 

membrane using the template, 4n6h, from the Orientation of Proteins in Membranes 
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database [107] and placed in a hydrated 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine (POPC) bilayer using the CHARMM-GUI server [108,109]. The 

resulting system contained 155 POPC molecules, 15,177 water molecules, and an ionic 

strength of 0.15 M NaCl. The resulting simulation cell contained 71,363 atoms and was 

80.3 Å x 80.3 Å 119.5 Å. All molecular dynamics runs employed the all-atom additive 

CHARMM36m force field for proteins [110], and CHARMM36 for lipid and ions [72]. 

The system was energy minimized and relaxed using the multistep schedule as described 

previously [109]. After this relaxation, 700 ns of unbiased MD was performed for each 

system. The first 100 ns of which were considered as equilibration (see Figure 34). 

All MD simulations were performed with the GPU version of AMBER 16 

[73,111,112] in the semi-isotropic NPT ensemble using a Langevin thermostat 

(manufacturer, city, state abbreviation if USA or Canada, country) (T = 310 K, using a 

friction coefficient of 1ps
-1

) and a Monte Carlo barostat (manufacturer, city, state 

abbreviation if USA or Canada, country) (P = 1 bar) as implemented in AMBER 16. 

Long range electrostatics were treated using PME (particle mesh ewald), and the Van der 

Waal force switching method was applied starting at 10 Å with a cutoff of 12 Å. High-

frequency bonds to hydrogen were constrained using the SHAKE method, allowing the 

use of a 2-fs integration time step. 

Finally, a sodium ion was positioned in the putative sodium ion binding site. This 

site includes the polar residues, N1.50, D2.50, S3.39, N7.49, and Y7.53, and directly 

coordinates a sodium ion to stabilize the inactive state of the receptor.  
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RMSD plots for the TMH bundle versus time were used to analyze the bundle 

geometry stability in the bilayer. 

Conclusions 

Our results suggest that the high constitutive activity of GPR18 is sequence-

driven and dependent upon sodium binding pocket effects. To date, there has not been a 

systematic, comprehensive, and extended mutagenesis study of GPR18. Hopefully, by 

identifying the critical residues involved in the activation of GPR18, our model can aid 

future drug design studies. Furthermore, we suggest that ligand development for GPR18 

should concentrate on the development of inverse agonists/antagonists. It is possible that 

the sequence-driven, high constitutive activity of GPR18 may preclude the need for 

agonist development. 
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CHAPTER V 

 

PARAMETERIZATION OF GPR18 PROPOSED ANTAGONIST S4 

 

Introduction 

 Since there are no experimental structural techniques data (e.g., x-ray 

crystallography, electron microscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance) concerning our 

proposed antagonist S4, the best and only tools for an in-depth dynamic study at an 

atomic resolution is to use Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The CHARMM 

potential energy function (Eq. (1), the so-called molecular mechanics (MM) force field) 

is the most commonly used force field for MD simulations. 
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 The internal (bonded) part of the equation includes potential energy functions for 

bonds (b), angles (θ), Urey-Bradley (b
1-3

), dihedrals (ϕ), and improper dihedral (φ). 

Subscript zero corresponds to the equilibrium value for each, and the K‘s are the 

corresponding force constants. The sinusoidal energy term also incorporates periodicity 

(n) and phase shift (δ). External (nonbonded) energy terms include Lennard-Jones 6-12 

potential and Coulombic potential for electrostatic interactions. In the nonbonded energy 

terms εij is the well depth calculated as the geometric mean (εij =√εi εj), Rmin,ij is the 

arithmetic mean,                                   are the partial atomic charges. 

After choosing a particular force field, the force parameters must be determined. These 

parameters can be produced from experimental data. Although there is a considerable 

amount of experimental data for some simple molecules such as alkanes, as discussed in 

the following sections, the CHARMM force field lacks a few new parameters (as well as 

dihedral and charge parameterization) that have been introduced only in our novel 

targeted molecule and explicitly are not covered in the current available force fields. The 

process of defining the new parameters and addition of them to the earlier force fields is 

very challenging and takes a long time; therefore, the inability to generate required data 

rapidly in complex large molecules could inhibit researchers in the application of MD 

and severely limit studies to obtain the most realistic and accurate results from ligand-

receptor binding simulations. Since parameterization is a critical step before starting MD 

simulations and because of the lack of entirely empirical values to provide satisfactory 

results, researchers need another technique to resolve the failure of MM force fields. 
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 In contrast to Molecular Mechanics, which use potential functions that are derived 

from classical physics to model molecular systems, Quantum mechanical (QM) models 

calculate precisely various properties of the electrons using Schroëdinger‘s equation, 

 

 HΨ = EΨ (Eq. 2) 

 

 

where 

Ψ = psi, the wave function 

E = the energy of the system 

H = The ―Hamiltonian,‖ a mathematical operator.  

The Hamiltonian equation is shown below: 
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  (Eq. 3) 

 

 As can be concluded from Equations 1, 2, and 3 in the quantum mechanical 

models, electrons are not particles (unlike Bohr‘s model in classical physics) but have 

wavelike characteristics. Hence, these assumptions make QM calculations more accurate 

and also complicated and expensive than MM equations (compare Equation 1 with 2 and 

3) from a computational perspective and in turn make it reliable, suitable data to refer to 

when MM calculations fail to provide the required data.  

 The Force Field Toolkit (ffTK) [113] is a plugin for the VMD molecular 

modeling software package explicitly designed to develop CHARMM36 parameters 

including charges, bonds, angles, and dihedrals for small or large molecules directly from 

ab initio calculations (a computational chemistry method based on quantum chemistry). 
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The ffTK parameterization method philosophy is to find the best fit between MM 

simulations and QM data at a modest level of theory HF/6-31G* (for charge 

optimization) and MP2/6-31G* level of theory (for bond, angle, and dihedral 

optimization) using mathematical optimization algorithms like ―Simulated annealing‖ or 

―downhill.‖ The ffTK supports the use of Gaussian [114] software package for these 

calculations and compared with the previously suggested methods [115] ffTK readily 

performs many difficult and time-consuming steps such as missing force field 

parameters, creates Gaussian input files for the required ab initio calculations, reads the 

data from the Gaussian output files, and finally convergence of data between QM and 

MM. Since ab initio calculation is exceptionally computationally expensive depending on 

the size of the molecule, the trick is to split large molecules into several small fragments 

to ease parameterization then join them together. In this chapter, we first describe why 

and how we use ffTK to parameterize our proposed antagonist S4. Then, we apply the 

newly generated parameter for running MD simulations of the ligand in the GPR18‘s 

inactive state model to describe the resulting essential interactions.  

Why S4 Needs to be Parameterized 

 Before starting any parameterization step, at the first we need to make sure if our 

component requires a full parameterization or not. In this way, to identify possible 

minimum energy structures, a conformational search using the Spartan 08 molecular 

modeling program (Wavefunction, Inc., Irvine, CA) [116] was performed at the MP2/6-

31G* level of theory. The resulting S4 global minimum was minimized by CHARMM to 

evaluate what dihedrals and angles need to be developed or parameterized.  
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 As depicted in Figure 49, it seems that the resorcinol ring and carbon chain tail is 

completely fitted in the CHARMM minimized structure (S4 in orange Figure 49) with the 

QM global minima (S4 in grey Figure 49). The only unpleasant deviations from QM 

global minima are around the part of the pyrazole ring and phenyl ring. Table 2 shows the 

detailed investigation. 

 

Figure 49. Superposition of the S4 Global Minima at MP2/6-31G* Level of Theory (Grey 

Structure) with CHARMM36 Minimized Structure (Orange) Before Parameterization. 
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Table 2 

 

Comparison of Angles and Dihedrals between QM and MM 

 

Dihedrals MP2 CHARMM Δ < 8° 

H13-C12-C5-C4 -105.3° -137.2° -106.2 31.9° 0.9° 

H13-C12-C5-C6 73.1° 43.2° 69.4 29.9° 3.7° 

H14-C12-C5-C6 -165.9° 157.0° -170.2 37.1° 4.3° 

H14-C12-C5-C4 15.7° -23.4° 17.2 39.1° 1.5° 

N15-C12-C5-C6 -45.4° -80.1° -46.4 34.7° 1.0° 

N15-C12-C5-C4 136.2° 99.5° 132.3 36.7° 3.9° 

Angles MP2 CHARMM Δ < 3° 

N15-C12-C5 111.7° 116.0° 113.3° 4.3° 1.6° 

H13-C12-C5 112.0° 107.0° 111.4° 5.0° 0.6° 

H13-C12-N15 105.8° 110.1° 103.8° 4.3° 3.0° 

 

Note. QM is the column under MP2. The column under CHARMM shows the MM values before 

parameterization (red) and after parameterization (yellow). The column under ∆ shows the differences of 

QM/MM before parameterization in red and after parameterization in yellow. ∆< 3° and ∆< 8° are the 

allowed criteria for angle and dihedral differences, respectively. 

 

 Previous reports‘ acceptance criteria for the bond, angle, and dihedral 

measurements are within 0.3Å, 3°, or 8°, respectively, of their QM values [117]. As 

Figure 51 and the angle differences probing in Table 2 show, the angle N15 C12 C5 plays 

a vital role in the deviation of MM from the QM global minima. The dihedrals 

differences investigation in Table 2 also shows that the deviated dihedrals are similar 

torsions around the C12 C5 bond, but with the different names. Thus, we guess that by 

parameterization of one angle and one dihedral, MM would fit the QM structure. 

The previously famous published CHARMM General Force Field (CGenFF) 

database [118,119]
  
for CHARMM-compatible parameters was used as the best resource 
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for obtaining the initial parameters here, as it includes hundreds of generated topology 

and parameter files of organic compounds. Since the CGenFF parameterization method is 

based on analogy, care must be taken in using those parameters together with the 

corresponding penalty scores due to the generalization of parameters. Penalties below 10 

mean that the analogy is fair; penalties between 10 and 50 mean that validation of 

parameters is required and penalties over 50 mean that parameter optimization is 

required. For instance, in our case, after the submission of the S4 structure to 

www.paramchem.org, the output is shown in Figure 50. The output of ParamChem online 

tools reveals that what angles and dihedrals are new and missed in the existing general 

force field parameter file. It means that all of the missed angles and dihedrals parameters 

must be generated. For the starting point, ParamChem uses an analogy-based analysis and 

suggests an initial parameter from a similar (not identical) motif, as shown in Figure 52. 

This initial value might be an excellent or imperfect analogy; the penalties scores 

indicated its quality. However, as mentioned before, one should be careful about the 

analogy analysis, and each of the suggested values should be double-checked before 

using. Taken together, as Figure 50 and Table 2 show, our selected angle N15 C12 C5 

and dihedral N15 C12 C5 C4 have high penalties, which is an indication that their 

proposed parameters are not meant to be used for production simulations and must be 

parameterized. 
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Figure 50. The Output .str File of Submission of S4 to Paramchem Online Database. 

Yellow Sections Highlighted Important High Penalty New Angles and Dihedrals. 

 

 

Parameter Optimization of Components by ffTK 

Optimization of Bonds and Angles 

 

Since ffTK only works with Gaussian files, the first required step of 

parameterization by ffTK is to run a geometry optimization by a Gaussian software 

package at MP2/6-31G* level of theory to find the optimum conformation of S4. 

However, before building the structure, we needed to decide about the fragment that 

included the targeted angles and dihedrals. Since our targeted dihedral and angle are 

localized between pyrazole and phenyl rings, as shown in Figure 51, we built a fragment 

of S4 of which the aliphatic chain was removed. 

After finding the optimum conformation of the S4 fragment, the resulting low-

energy conformation was used as the input conformation for the bond, angle, and in the 

next step for dihedral parameterizations. The approach employed by ffTK for bonds and 

angles parameterization in the target molecule is to derive a Potential Energy Distribution 
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(PED) from the MM Hessian calculated (a matrix containing the second derivative of the 

potential energy as function of the input coordinates) using the trial parameters, and 

compare it with the corresponding QM Hessian calculated PED at MP2/6-31G* level of 

theory [113]. This step is very straightforward, and after Hessian calculation and updating 

the parameter file, the new bond and angle parameters automatically would be added to 

the parameter file. 

Optimization of Dihedrals 

The first stage in dihedral optimization in ffTK is to generate a dihedral scan for 

the un-parameterized targeted dihedral. To specify the targeted dihedral manually, one 

can visualize the selected dihedral in the VMD main window (see Figure 51). The 

scanning strategy in ffTK, as shown in Figure 52, was used to generate two Gaussian 

input files. 

 

Figure 51. The Fragment Built from S4. The Orange Balls Show the Selected Dihedral 

Atoms for Parameterization.  
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Figure 52. Dihedral Scanning Step. After Loading the Topology and In-progress 

Parameter File, By Choosing the Targeted Dihedral with the Favorite Degree and Step 

Size of Scanning, While VMD Main Window Shows the Picture of Selected Dihedral as 

Shown in Figure 51. Then, ffTK Will Generate the Dihedral Scan Gaussian Input Files.  

 

Taking the initial value of the aimed dihedral angle from optimized geometry and 

then evenly generation ±15° (or ±5° is the optional user-chosen step size) about it until 

ending at the chosen scan range. For instance, the dihedral angle N15 C12 C5 C4 with the 

starting value of 136.2° has been specified. The ffTK Scan Torsions tab would produce 
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two Gaussian files. The positive scanning file begins at 136.2° and after 18 steps (each 

step size 5.0° is chosen to cover 90° scanning range which is enough for all of the 

conformations about this dihedral) ends at -46.2°. In the same pattern, the negative 

Gaussian input file starts at 136.2° and ends at 46.2°. The next stage in dihedral 

optimization is to enter all of the scanned dihedrals. In this step, to minimize the 

difference between QM and MM, we can make use of the simulated annealing method 

[120]. This method has some advantages to the other method, which is called the 

downhill Simplex method [121, 122]. For instance, simulated annealing is faster than 

downhill, and it does not require many function evaluations. In the downhill method, it is 

possible to miss global minima in favor of local minima. Both methods run multiple 

cycles for convergence. Hence, we first use simulated annealing to explore parameters 

effectively and rapidly arrive at convergence; following simulated annealing, the 

downhill Simplex optimization method is used for the final optimization. 

 Based on Eq. 1, three variables of Force constant (k), Periodicity (n), and Phase 

Shift (δ) must be identified to parameterize a dihedral. Between those values, ffTK only 

optimizes force constant (k) and periodicity (n), leaving phase shift undetermined. The 

(δ) parameter can take any value from the CHARMM potential energy function; 

however, in most cases, they are 0° or 180°. The selection of the in-progress parameter 

file adds all of the missing parameters, along with the earlier parameterized dihedrals 

which can be found in CHARMM36 parameter files. For example, NG2R51 CG321 

CG2R61 CG2R61 is the targeted dihedral that we aim to parameterize. However, there is 

also the NG2R50 NG2R51 CG321 HGA2 dihedral that already been parameterized, and 
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its parameters in the par_all36_cgenff.prm file (CGenFF: Parameters for the CHARMM 

General Force Field v. 3.0.1 for Small Molecule Drug Design) are 1.010, 3, and 180.00 

for k, n, and δ, respectively (see Figure 53). 

 

Figure 53. Dihedral Parametrization Step. After Loading the Topology and In-progress 

Parameter File, By Choosing the Targeted Dihedral, the Favorite Force Constant (k), 

Periodicity (n) and Phase Shift (δ) Can Be Entered Manually. After Checking the 

Comparison Graphs in ―Visualize Results‖ Tab the Parametrization Values Can Be 

Modified in ―Refine‖ Tab. 

 

 We can use the initial values prepared by ParamChem online database or 

par_all36_cgenff.prm file, but it is not necessary because all of those values are 
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manipulated during the refinement. The current author believes that this is a disadvantage 

in using ffTK because we prefer to keep fixed the existing parameters of unwanted 

dihedrals (provided in par_all36_cgenff.prm like NG2R50 NG2R51 CG321 HGA2) and 

only optimize the targeted new defined dihedrals (such as NG2R51 CG321 CG2R61 

CG2R61), but it is impossible by the current version of ffTK plugin. Since, the change in 

unwanted dihedrals force constant is inevitable, we have tracked their changes to avoid a 

significant difference (with the values in par_all36_cgenff.prm) during refinement steps.  

 After each step of the refinement, a plot is generated to visualize QM energy and 

the corresponding MM energy for each optimized conformation, which makes it easier to 

compare their differences. The refinement process will continue as long as RMSE value, 

or the shape of the curves is not yet correct (see Figure 54). Some strategies help us to 

improve the best fit of the MM and QM curves. In this way, multiplicity and periodicity 

settings changes are the most effective techniques. For example, the multiplicity of a 

dihedral can be added (see Figure 53). By pressing the Add button, removed and 

modified during the refinement stage because it is not crucial to put all of the terms 

correctly at this step. When the developed parameters are in good agreement between the 

shape of the MM and QM curves, a final refinement was performed by switching to 

downhill mode with a lower tolerance yielded a rapid converge and improved acceptable 

fit. The final optimized dihedral parameters data were written to an ffTK log file, and 

then by using the BuildPar tab (see Figure 52 and 53), the parameter file was updated. 
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Figure 54. Energy-Conformation Plots; the Steps Need to be Taken Before Getting Into 

the Best Final Fit. The Curves in Red Show MM Values While the Constant Black 

Curves Show QM Values. 

 

 As shown in Figure 55, overlaying of the S4 structures after parameterization by 

CHARMM (green) and QM global minima (grey) has a stronger match than the un-

parameterized S4 structure (orange). Also, comparing the measured dihedral and angles 

after parametrization with the QM values in Table 2 (the white column) confirms that all 

of them are within the accepted range of 3° for angles and 8° for dihedrals. The 

corresponding potential energy curves in Figure 56 also confirm this strong fit. 

 

A B 

D C 
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Figure 55. Superposition of the S4 Global Minima at MP2/6-31G* Level of Theory (Grey 

Structure) with CHARMM Minimized Structure Before Parameterization (Orange) and 

After Parameterization (Green). 
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Figure 56. Potential Energy Scan for Targeted Angle N15 C12 C5 and Dihedral N15 C12 

C5 C4. QM Curve in Black and MM Curve is in Blue. 
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MD Simulation 

To investigate the quality of the S4 docking job in the static model, all-atom MD 

simulations were performed in a POPC bilayer. Since in this simulation we are not 

looking for the pathway of the ligand entry from the membrane bilayer to the GPR18, we 

used precisely the model shown in Figure 20 with no S4 molecule added to the leaflets. 

The resulting simulation contains 74721 atoms, and the simulation cell (80.1 Å × 80.1 Å 

×126.1Å, Z-axis normal to the plane of the bilayer) was built using the freely available 

CHARMM-GUI input generator. The resulting system contains 153 POPC molecules 

(77/76 lipids in the upper/lower leaflet), solvated with 16347 water molecules and was 

neutralized at 0.15M NaCl. Standard CHARMM-GUI minimization and equilibration 

steps were performed, followed by a higher than 120ns production run. Isotropic (NPT) 

ensemble was performed using the Langevin thermostat (T=310K) and Monte Carlo 

barostat (P=1atm) with the GPU-enabled AMBER16 molecular dynamics package using 

the all-atom CHARMM36m force field for proteins and CHARMM36 for lipids and ions. 

 However, in the early frames, hydrogen bonding with R5.42 and cation-pi 

interaction with R2.60 both were formed (as shown in Figure 20), but after around 80 ns 

the interaction with R2.60 is broken and the phenyl ring of the S4 tends to rotate so that 

places the right top of the M7.42, which forces it to form Met-aromatic interaction with 

F6.48 (see Figure 57). On the other hand, a new stable hydrogen bonding is formed with 

Y180 in the EC2 loop, which is very stable and can be seen in most of the frames of the 

trajectory. The comparison between the results of MD in Figure 57 and the previous 

docking job in Figure 20 show that the only important difference which needs to be 
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considered is the rotation of the phenyl ring in the top of the S4. Since the structure was 

used for docking of S4 in the static R state model was the global minima that produced 

from an extensive conformational search at HF/6-31G* level of theory by the Spartan 08 

molecular modeling program (Wavefunction, Inc., Irvine, CA) [116], hence the question 

is how much energy the current conformation of S4 (as shown in Figure 57) costs. Our 

investigation shows that the relative energy of the adopted conformation of S4 in MD 

simulation is 0.0 kcal, which means that this conformation is a global minimum of S4 

(see Figure 58). The reason why S4 adopts a conformation like what is shown in Figure 

57 is the importance of toggle switch residue interaction. As mentioned before in Chapter 

III, in GPR18 two critical residues, M7.42 and F6.48, by the formation of a Methionine 

Pi interaction, play the role of the toggle switch. In this way the toggle F6.48 cannot 

change its conformation from gauche plus to trans. The role of an antagonist is to keep 

F6.48 in its gauche plus conformation and as MD results show, S4 is doing this job pretty 

well. On the other hand, investigations of the ionic lock interaction between R3.50 and 

S6.33 show that this interaction is stable and strong. This also is consistent with the role 

of S4 as an antagonist (see Figure 59). 
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Figure 57. MD Simulations of Parameterized S4 Inside GPR18 R State Model. S4 is 

Hydrogen Bonding (Orange Dashed Line) with R5.42 and Y180 in EC2 Loop. Toggle 

Switch Residues (M7.42 and F6.48) are Contoured at Their VdW Radius in Brown Color. 

Color Code for the Helices are TMH1 (Red), TMH2 (Orange), TMH3 (Yellow), TMH4 

(Light Green), TMH5 (Dark Green), TMH6 (in Cyan) and TMH7 (Dark Blue). 2D 

Structure of PSB-CB5 Inserted in Far Left of the above Picture Beside TMH1. 
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Figure 58. Comparison of Three Different Conformation of S4 Inside the Binding Site of 

GPR18. Their Relative Energy Values Inserted Beside Each of Them. The Structure in 

Green Was Used for Docking Job and is Able to Form Cation Pi Interaction (Green 

Dashed Line) with R2.60. The Structures in Pink Have Seen in MD Simulations and Only 

Form Hydrogen Bonding with R5.42 and Y180 (Orange Dashed Line). Color Code for 

the Helices are TMH1 (Red), TMH2 (Orange), TMH3 (Yellow), TMH4 (Light Green), 

TMH5 (Dark Green), TMH6 (in Cyan) and TMH7 (Dark Blue). 2D Structure of PSB-

CB5 Inserted in Far Left of the Above Picture Beside TMH1. 
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Figure 59. Distance of the Mass Center of the 5 Last Intracellular End Residues of TMH3 

and 6. 
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CHAPTER VI 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

 

 In this project, a series of GPR18 agonists and antagonists synthesized, which 

resulted in two potent structures S4 and S5. The best antagonist S4 inhibited NAGly (the 

first reported agonist of GPR18) affects in calcium signaling assay completely at 10 μM, 

while the earlier reported antagonist PSBCB-5 can only reduce a NAGly-generated 

calcium signal by 40-50% at 10 μM. The best agonist in this series S5 showed efficacy 

comparable to NAGly. 

 We also presented an inactive and active states computer model of the GPR18 

based on its homology with the crystal structure of the delta opioid receptor (DOR). 

These models used to dock the most important reported antagonist and agonists for 

GPR18 and identifying the crucial residues involved in the binding crevice of GPR18. 

 Furthermore, the constructed inactive model was used to explain mutation 

A3.39N by MD simulation. These simulations revealed the mechanism of activation of 

GPR18 by itself, which could shed light on future studies. 

 Finally, by parameterizing our proposed antagonist S4, we could investigate the 

quality of our static docking job in MD simulation. As the results show, this compound is 

able to make strong hydrogen bonding with critical residues R5.42 and Y180 in the 

GPR18 binding pocket and also keep toggle switch residue F6.48 in the off state while 

the ionic lock interaction between R3.50 and S6.33 is formed stably. To date, there has 
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not been a systematic, comprehensive, and extended mutagenesis study of GPR18. 

Hence, a mutagenesis study based on the results of the current project could be performed 

for future studies to improve the quality of the models constructed here. 

 Our docking studies suggest that R2.60, T7.39
, 
and T3.32

 
are putative sites for 

interaction with GPR18 antagonist PSB-CB5 and S4. Therefore, we suggest R2.60M/A, 

T7.39S/A, and T3.32S/A mutations. Docking studies on GPR18 agonists, NAGly, RvD2, 

and S5 revealed that R5.42
 
plays a vital role in binding. Thus R5.42K/M/A mutant are 

suggested. Our inactive model of GPR18 suggests that the putative ionic lock in GPR18 

can be formed between R3.50 and S6.33. 

 Therefore, the presence of a small residue like S6.33
 
instead of a highly conserved 

D/E6.30 in this region makes a weak ionic lock which may argue for high basal activity 

in GPR18. We would expect that the S6.33A mutation increases GPR18 constitutive 

activity. Another region that based upon the inactive model presented here could play an 

important role is at the cytoplasmic ends of TMH3 and 6. As mentioned before, GPR18 is 

reported to have high constitutive activity.
 
Hence the contact between bulky residues 

Ile3.46 and Ile6.37
 
causes these amino acids to push each other, making the ionic lock 

more easily broken, leading to receptor activation in the basal state. Therefore, we would 

expect that I3.46A and I6.37A mutations affect the basal activity of the GPR18. One 

necessary switch that needs to be broken for activation of the receptor is the binding 

pocket toggle switch. The key residue here is 6.48, which in GPR18 is F6.48. It is well 

known that from the binding pocket, an agonist can activate the receptor by causing the 

6.48 chi1 torsion angle to change from gauche plus to trans. Our model suggests that this 
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switch is fragile in GPR18. In this way, M7.42, H6.52, and Y3.35
 
help to confine F6.48

 
to 

its gauche plus inactive conformation. Thus, mutation of M7.42/A, H6.52A, and Y3.35A 

should increase the basal activity of GPR18. 

 Taking into consideration the results of the mutation study, another future aim 

could be to propose a synthesis plan whose goal is to generate a structure-activity 

relationship (SAR) based on our proposed antagonist S4 that should result in compounds 

with high potency. Compounds could be screened for their ability by the MAPK 

signaling, calcium mobilization, and recruitment of β-arrestin assays produced by the 

GPR18 agonists, NAGly, RvD2, and S5 in stably transfected CHO cells expressing 

GPR18. 
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